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Dear readers,
the December is getting closer. It is a festive season 
for many people all over the world. A time full of 
joy and hope. Unfortunately, not for all of us. Espe-
cially this winter, we could stop to whine about 
stressful Christmas shopping and we should start 
to re-interpret the meaning of contemplation and 
charity. VALEUR is located in the heart and soul of 
Europe, Berlin. It is a very young heart and so it is 
easy to remember when it started and why this heart 
began to beat full of energy and creativity. When we 
remember this epoch, we will see several parallels 
to our present time.
It was 275 years ago, when Berlin was a small villa-
ge and the Prussian King Friedrich the Great started 
to create a concept for a place, which is able to be 
on a par with London and Paris, the mega cities of 
that time. So, he invited people of all nations and re-
ligions to come to Berlin. The phrase: “Let everyone 
find salvation according to their own beliefs” was 
the leitmotiv of his reign and it was unprecedented 
for the politic of that time. Finally, 
his cosmopolitanism and tolerance 
towards minorities laid the foun-
dation stone for a fast growing po-
werful metropolis, full of culture 
and art. 
Thus, discriminated or persecuted 
people and minorities, such as the 
Jews and the Huguenots, found a 
new home in Berlin. With her know-
how, creativity and international 
experiences they shaped a beautiful 
place, where people of all nations and religions live 
together in harmony and freedom nowadays. When 
you start to discover the origin of people in Berlin 
as well as in whole Germany, you will see complex 
cultural roots and influences, from the east to the 
west, from the north to the south. There is no rea-
son for xenophobia and there is no need to discuss 
a closing of the gates of Germany or Europe. If we 
do it, we would slam the doors in the faces of our 
“brothers and sisters”.
Of course, everywhere we have to face problems, 
also in places like Berlin, and for sure, Friedrich’s 
intention wasn’t only characterized by kindness and 
philanthropy. A very important part of his strategy 
was the economic development of Berlin as the ca-
pitol of Prussia. Besides knowledge and cultural 
influences, the refugees of that time brought mo-
ney and manpower, which is an important basis for 

a continuous development until today. Most of the 
refugees are willing to work and to integrate them-
selves into society. What we need to realize, is that 
different point of views could open very new per-
spectives. They can lead us to a new level of social 
evolution.
With that knowledge and a view to Berlin, we could 
understand that it could have very positive effects 
to open not only the borders of our countries, but 
also the borders of our hearts and souls. When we 
look to the thousands of people, who had aban-
doned their homes, with their family or alone, when 
we talk with them about their previous life as well 
as their fear of the future, when we listen to their 
tears and heartbeats, then we should calm down ea-
sily and start to help them according to our possi-
bilities. These people have the same fear, as we have 
it now because of the terror acts in Paris. The only 
difference is, that they have that feeling their whole 
life. 
All those, who talk about a lack of spaces and 

shelters or about terror and cri-
me, should go to cities in the east 
and in the west. There, they will 
find countless empty buildings, 
not always in the best condition, 
but good enough to accommodate 
people in an adequate way. Yes, it is 
true, these places are often charac-
terized by unemployment and social 
problems, but – probably – an influx 
of motivated and thankful people 
could have countless positive side 

effects for these regions. 
Why do we so often think just one-dimensional? 
Why can’t we understand that our support for 
others means support for all of us in return? Why 
don’t we see this support as a friendly cooperation? 
Are we scared of cultural globalization? However, 
an influx of motivated people in those little villa-
ges could create new jobs for both sides, the inhab-
itants and the guests. All of them could learn from 
each other and both parties could help each other 
in the future. With another view to the history, we 
see, that after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the 
reunion of Germany 25 years ago, the cold war mo-
ved from Europe to the Middle East. The problems 
which are closely related to our own responsibili-
ties. It’s better late than never to accept everything 
which has happend to assume an obligation and to 
capitalize on the mistakes of others. 

picture: lucca kroot



No matter, what you think about Angela Merkel, 
but maybe she follows the footprints of Fried-
rich the Great. Maybe people in 200 years, will 
be happy about the many positive side-effects 
of the current influx of refugees from the cri-
sis-ridden areas. Maybe they would manage to 
find the best way to live together in harmony. 
However, Angela Merkel’s invitation for all refu-
gees was one of the milestones of her career. 
She should remain steadfast and she should 
prevent, that politics or splinter groups use the 
current situation in a wrong way. In any case, we 
are experiencing an important step in our histo-
ry and development. So each and everybody is 
responsible to make the best out of it.
With this in mind, I wish you all a peaceful and 
courageous start into the Christmas season.

Yours

Editor in Chiefpicture: lucca kroot



Our guest, Lucca, a student from the 
Netherlands, who is doing an internship 
at the VALEUR MAGAZINE, visited the Pari-
ser Platz in Berlin one day after the sho-
cking terror in France. We would like to 
share her thoughts and feelings with you.

The Brandenburg Gate is the most popular 
symbol of Berlin. It stands for the negative 
as well as positive history of this town. The 
place around that gate is called Pariser 
Platz, due to a close friendship and relation 
to the French neighbors. Here the French 
embassy is located.

When I come to this place, it is dominated by 
the deep sympathy for the people in France. 
The Brandenburg Gate is illuminated in the 
colors of the Tricolor; blue, white and red. 
It looks very impressive. 

Besides the gate, in front of the French 
embassy, is a sea of flowers, letters and 
sketches. I meet an old couple. The lady has 
laid some flowers down. She has tears in 
her eyes and her husband hold her on her 
shoulder. They hug each other for a while, 
very intensively, full of sadness.  

I don’t know, what the future will bring to 
us. It is sad, to experience this tragedy, but it 
is also nice to see, that people stand up for 
humanity, to reach the hands to their fri-
ends and neighbors. Always, catastrophes 
like the current ones, bring people closer 
together. What would happen, when we 
keep this proximity every day? It could save 
and warm us.

Furthermore, I saw a white banner with a 
text: “religion ne peut pas tuer”, what means 
something like: “religion can’t kill”. Many 
hash-tags, above all #prayforparis, flood 
the Internet. During my research I found a 
caricature of Charlie Hebdo. Maybe they are 
right, maybe it is not the time to answer vi-
olence, which happend in the name of a re-
ligion, wiht other religios rites. Maybe it is 
better to feel what we feel and to help each 
other, because we need each other, not only 
in bad times, but also in good ones.

picture: lucca kroot



STYLE
PROVIDES A NEW DIMENSION 

OF ONLINE SHOPPING

VENTE-PRIVEE.COM

SHOPPING IN
CHRISTMAS
FRENCH

From time to time, readers ask us, what does 
the fashion business has to do with politics 
and world affairs. The answer is very easy. 
Fashion is a powerful transmitter for mes-
sages, which should reach an international 
crowd. This branch as well as the music, film 
or TV business has the power to change the 
world. All together, they play an important 
role in our lifestyle as well as politics or a 
social commitment do.

Therefore, VALEUR readers know, that we try 
to find out out how we can positively influ-
ence our everyday life through the simple 
common things. Actually, it is so easy. 
job, hobby, family, Christmas, holidays: There 
are so many apologies to be inactive or to be 
focused on the very small personal universe. 
Of course, all of us have personal duties and 
need the rest from the everyday routine. Why 
should we take time for people, we don’t 
know, especially when they have another faith 
and tradition? Because it is important, for a 
harmonious society. 

It is all about a smart time management. When 
we find ways, to combine job, personal inte-
rests and hobbies with a voluntary commit-
ment and charity, we are able to move moun-
tains. In any case we are able to provide people 
in need a save place and a peaceful future.

Everything starts with daily routines like fa-
mily, housework and shopping. While the first 
two things aren’t offering many opportuni-
ties to save time, the last one does. Due to the 
Internet, we have many possibilities, to buy 
the desired products in a very relaxed way. 

Instead of checking every single product in 
the shelves of a supermarket, we can compare 
prices and quality on the screen of our com-
puter or smartphone. We can read recessions 
of other consumers and we can use very indi-
vidual services, which inform us about special 
offers and discounts.



One of these services, who help us to save time and who keep us active to 
retain a sense for time is 

VENTE-PRIVEE.COM
The French online shopping specialist has 
more than 25 million clients. Despite of that 
fact, that many people already know this 
name and use the service, we have recogni-
zed after our summer report, that there is 
a number of users, who need some further 
tips, how to use the website more effectively.

IT WORKS WELL WHEN YOU FOLLOW THESE TIPS
It helps to set the alarm 
clock and get up early 
to check new flash-sales 
already during the 
breakfast.

With the apps for 
iPhone and Android 
phones shopping 
from the bed will be 
a pleasure, while it’s 
also easy when you 
you are on the way 
to school or work.

While all flash-sales will 
be announced by email, 
you can also configure 
individual email-alerts 
to be reminded of the 
flash-sales of your 
favorite brands.

stay active when you use the 
dynamic shopping cart. It will 
be empty again after 15 minutes 
of inactivity. fill it with your 
favorite items at the beginning. 
Check the details and delete the 
one or add the other piece. So 
the basked remains filled. 

THE VENTE PRIVEE SURVEY
vente-privee.com asked its members what are 
the biggest tops and flops regarding gift 
purchasing:

who is shopping Christmas presents in the Internet?

What specialties are the online shopping favorites in 
Germany? (wine, Champaign, chocolate, gingerbread, 
cookies, carp)

The 5 biggest gift flops

UNDERPANTS

MOTOR OIL

COOKING POT

TOILET LID 

DEEP FRY The 5 best presents

CAR

ENGAGEMENT RING PIANO

BRICKS FOR THE HOUSE
TIME

The worst presents 
are coming from…

1. the mother (19%)  
 
2. parents in law (17%)  
 
3. partner (16%)

The good resolutions

13% time for family

12% sports

11% lose weight
The common wish - Vacation



T H E  V E N T E-P R I V E E .C O M C H R I S T M A S  S P E C I A L

Efva Attling opened her workshop in 1999 on Hornsgatan 42, in the arty 
southern part of central Stockholm. After two years, she expanded and 
bought the premises next door as well. This was the first jewelry shop that 
she owned and designed.

In November 2004 the flagship store "Efva Attling Stockholm"  
opened on Birger Jarlsgatan, right in the center of Stockholm,  
located just between Gucci and Louis Vuitton. Today, the  
company runs a total of six concept stores, located in  
Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmoe, Helsinki, Oslo and New  
York. All the stores have been built with the same atmosphere  
as the very first one - with soft powder-colored walls and oak details.

The French online shopping club starts a very Christmassy flash sale this 
week. In line with the upcoming festive season, vente-privee.com presents 
the beautiful jewelry art of 

EFVA ATTLING

POPULAR AMONGST CELEBRITIES

Efvas' jewelry fast became a must-have among 
Stockholm’s trendiest people. When Madonna 
started wearing her "Homo Sapiens" necklace 
regularly in public, the wide spread recogni-
tion and PR hype was officially underway. Many 
other well-known personalities have been seen 
in the jewelry over the years, including Jenni-
fer Aniston, Sarah Jessica Parker, Meryl Streep, 
Paris Hilton, Iman and Sharon Stone.

HOMMAGE À IRIS

The 93-year old American fashion icon Iris Apfel is the inspiration behind Efvas new 
eyewear Homage à Iris.

“I’ve met Iris Apfel a couple of times in New York and we instantly connected. She 
is a 93 year old with a quick mind and sharp tongue. You could say ‘she’s a woman 
with balls’ and it’s so much fun to hang out with her. Inspired by her, and her 
hundreds of vintage eyewear from the 60s and 70s,
I designed the frame ‘Homage à Iris’ and travelled to Palm Beach where she 
and Carl (100-years old!) spend the winters. Eva Dahlgren filmed an interview 
with me and Iris and photographed us sitting on a park bench. When we were 
done we had a drink and Iris drank her specialty, carrot juice with vodka!” 

From the 19.11.2015, vente-privee.com presents the silver, 
gold and gems, shaped in unique jewelry and represents the 

Scandinavian zeitgeist in a new flash sale. The sale offers the 
precious items with an average discount of 55%.

pictures: efva attling



HAPPY NEW YEAR
Probably, most people drink champagne on New Year’s Eve, but for all those who love 
champagne during the entire year, there is another exclusive sale on vente-privee.com.
The luxurious champagne brand POMMERY offers a matching grape variety belonging 
to each season. 

POMMERY SPRINGTIME BRUT ROSÉ 
creates spring fever

POMMERY SUMMERTIME BLANC DE 
BLANC represents the lightness of summer

POMMERY FALLTIME EXTRA DRY  
shows us the golden autum (autumn) with  
its sparkling elegance  

POMMERY WINTERTIME BLANC DE 
NOIRS BRUT is fruity and warm at the same 
time – perfect for the cold winter season. 

The luxurious champagne set „Pommery 4 Sea-
sons“ in a noble gift box is available for a price 
advantage up to 40 percent on vente-privee.com.

THE SALE IS EXCLUSIVE 
AVAILABLE ON THE 

28.11.2015.

WWW.VENTE-PRIVEE.COM

http://WWW.VENTE-PRIVEE.COM
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THE PERFECT TIME MANAGEMENT  
can help us in many situations of our everyday life. Today, we 
count on smartphones or smart watches, with calendar or 
alarm functions. Besides the classical communication - how 
did it called? ah … a phone call – these new technique wonders 
offer us many options to control our personal and professio-
nal contacts and schedules. 
Of course, on the one hand these technique is very useful, 
on the other hand it is not very comfortable and even not 
very stylish. When I let my eyes wander through a metro or 
a restaurant, I see countless people who are looking on their 
screens the whole time. They check their Facebook messages, 
instead of talking with strangers. They try to find the next 
smart match in a partner community, instead of having a flirt 
with the person right next to them or giving a foreign person 
a nice smile.
Always, modern times are characterized by positive and nega-
tive side effects. Therefore, it is a comforting feeling to experi-
ence that a number of people tries to keep style and traditions 
alive, such as

KAPTEN & SON



The young company experienced a 
rapid development. Already now, 
the name is very popular in many 
countries. Let us listen what the 
founders have to tell us. 

WE LOVE WATCHES AND 
ALWAYS WILL

Anyway, we realized that in our 
young generation, so called 
“Generation Y”, watches are hea-
vily challenged by smartphones. 
“My phone can tell me the time, 
why a watch?” Well, we believe a 
watch is more than a chronome-
ter for time, more than just an 
accessory. We believe a watch is 
an intentional decision towards 
detail and beauty, representing 
the character of its owner. Th-
erefore, our vision is to build 
the perfect watch for our gene-
ration, a K.O.-argument against 
their phone. 

Swiss movement, Swedish design 
and German precision, combined 
with interchangeable nylon and 
leather straps for any outfit or 
occasion – “Kapten always fits”. 
All for an unbeatable price and 
rounded up with an important 
meaning behind the brand: “Kap-
ten” is Swedish for “Captain”, a 
person who leads the right cour-
se, lives for adventure and seeks 
discovery - perfectly represen-
ting our values. We believe that 
each of our customers is very 
special, an individual character, 
a trendsetter, a real Kapten! For 
these characters we dedicated 
ourselves to invest 150 % of our 
energy to improve our service, 
quality and portfolio every day.



SWITCH TO MATCH 
INTERCHANGEABLE STRAPS
KAPTEN ALWAYS FITS
Individuality needs choice and combi-
nation. Therefore, we offer interchan-
geable straps for any outfit and occa-
sion to our Kaptens. We consider this 
as one of the big advantages of our 
Kapten & Son watches, as their owners 

can express their eye for detail. Our 
playful and colorful nato-straps can 
be changed in seconds without any 
extra tool needed. 

These straps were originally inven-
ted in the 60`s by the UK Ministry of 
Defense. They gained great fame by its 
most famous member James Bond in 
the movie “Goldfinger”.

Those who like it more elegant will 
love our genuine, Italian leather 
straps in black, brown, croco and vin-
tage. They are shipped with a special 
tool to be easily changed.

With our attention to detail and the 
distinctive design of our watches we 
have attracted a strong social media 
community. 

Bloggers, fashion lovers and watch 
enthusiasts, everyone is on board 
and our active community grows ra-
pidly! You will find our Kapten & Son 
watches in every social media channel: 
Our fans and brand ambassadors con-
tinuously create valuable, high-qua-
lity content on Facebook, Instagram, 
Pinterest and Youtube inspiring more 
and more people to become a Kapten!

WWW.KAPTEN-SON.DE

http://WWW.KAPTEN-SON.DE


THE WORLD

A FESTIVE

GERMAN
CONQUERED

TRADITION

Although the modern online shopping offers many advantages, the traditional 
way of shopping will always be an alternative. Besides fabulous and colorful 
decorated showcases, peaceful music, brightly and warm illuminated boutiques, 
warehouses and restaurants, the cities in many countries exude a certain charm 
due to a German export hit:

The history of that typical German tradition can be dated back to the 14th cen-
tury. One of the oldest Christmas markets is the “Christkindlmarkt” in Munich, 
which was mentioned in a document in 1310 the first time. Also the market in 
Dresden is very old. The first documents of this Christmas market are known 
from the year 1434, fifty-eight years before Christopher Columbus discovered 
America. The first markets in Berlin were registered in the year 1530.
The tradition started in the end of the middle age, when craftsmen began to sale 
their Christmas products on public marketplaces. Since then it is handed down, 
that visitors were spoilt with local specialties like roasted chestnuts and warm 
drinks. Up to the present day, you can find these traditional markets all over 
Germany. Of course, the most beautiful markets are located in small romantic 
villages and towns; calm, warm and just wonderful. They lead us back in time.
Nevertheless, also in big cities like Berlin you will find markets with a similar 
face compared to their historical models. You can find them in peripheral dis-
tricts or directly in the center, between loud and stressful amusement places, 
as they are mostly typical nowadays. Thus, keep your eyes open, when you walk 
through the town during Christmas time. About 80 Christmas markets were 
counted in Berlin last year. Because of this amazing number we would like to 
give you some inspiration, where to find traditional or creative markets. 
One of the most popular districts of Berlin is called Prenzlauer Berg. Here you 
will find many young and creative people from all over the world. Therefore, 
you will find a particular type of the Christmas market.

CRISTMAS MARKETS

WWW.LUCIA-WEIHNACHTSMARKT.DE

http://WWW.LUCIA-WEIHNACHTSMARKT.DE


LUCIA CHRISTMAS MARKET BERLIN
PRENZLAUER BERG-PANKOW, 23.11. - 22.12.2015
 
The romantic world of the Lucia Christmas Market in-
vites you to the Kulturbrauerei in Berlin's Prenzlauer 
Berg district. The richly decorated buildings of red and 
yellow brick with their casting pillars, dome vaults 
and stone ceilings represent the industrial architec-
ture of the 19th century. The Lucia Christmas Market 
takes place in the outdoor space in the two courtyards 
of the Kulturbrauerei, which are turned into a brightly 
lit Christmas world with around 60 stalls and historic 
merry-go-rounds. 

Named after Lucia, the Nordic goddess of light, the 
market is dedicated to the Scandinavian countries and 
brings brightness. There are Swedish log candles and
one unique feature is the art object “Open-Air-Mantel-
Heizung” (Open-Air Overcoat Heating System). Five spots 
have been arranged where guests can warm themselves 
up. Heat is supplied by an old-fashioned wood stove and 
visitors who feel cold can don the fur coats that are 
waiting ready and warm. 

The Nordic flair is underpinned by Scandi-
navian music in native language. Every eve-
ning at 8pm there
is an interesting cultural program run-
ning and Santa also comes to visits the 
children from 5-6pm. These kinds of ac-
tivities give the place a nice community 
feeling. The Lucia Market is not too big 
that you'll get lost and not too small so 
you'll get bored quickly. They evoke the 
feeling of a traditional natural Christmas 
amongst family, friends, fairy lights and of 
course, the good hot red (and white) wine 
“Glühwein” or “Glög“.

HIGHLIGHTS
bungee trampoline, merry-go-round
“Coat-Open-Air-Heater“  
“Swedenfire“ artworks
Santa visits the market daily
cultural program Show daily at 8 pm
admission free 
every Saturday and Sunday between 4 and 
6 pm Children's handicraft hour
at Alte Kantine, admission free

Opening Hours (free entry):
Monday - Friday 3 pm – 10pm
Saturday & Sunday 1pm – 10pm



Location: Kulturbrauerei, 10435 Berlin-PrenzlauerBerg/ Pankow
Knaackstr. 97 and/or Sredzkistr. 1 and/or Schönhauser Allee 36-39

WWW.LUCIA-WEIHNACHTSMARKT.DE

http://WWW.LUCIA-WEIHNACHTSMARKT.DE


TRADITION AT 
A PROMINENT PLACE 
SCHLOSSPLATZ 1, 10178 BERLIN-MITTE 

Besides the Berlin airport, there is hardly no other place in Berlin, which 
has been so much in people’s focus as the central Schlossplatz (Palace 
Square). After demolition of the East-German Palace of the Republic, here 
the classical palace is to be rebuilt according to its historical model. 

While countless Christmas markets attract visitors with sweeties, roas-
ted almonds and Christmas gifts, the “Nostalgische Weihnachtsmarkt 
Opernpalais” invites its guests to celebrate the pre-Christmas season at 
this very historical place.  Since more than 20 years, this market exudes 
a real Christmassy atmosphere. Once more, organizer Joseph Nieke looks 
forward to guests from all over the world.

When they will stroll through that Christmas fair, they can enjoy roasted 
chestnuts, exquisite mulled wine directly from the makers, burnt punch, 
gingerbread and many other typical specialties.
The magic ambience will be rounded up by nostalgic rides and a “lively” 
Christmas crib.

Besides, craftsmen from all over the world present their high-quali-
ty Christmas products and accessories such as nativity figures, wooden 
toys, Christmas tree decorations, chocolate tools, poinsettias, incense 
smokers, music boxes, pyramids and lambskin shoes.

WWW.BERLINER-WEIHNACHT.DE

http://WWW.BERLINER-WEIHNACHT.DE


While we are on the subject warm winter shoes, we 
should remember that a special day will come very 
soon: St. Nicholas Day.

The history of it dates back to the bishop Nikolaos of 
Myra. According to legend, he was born in Patara in 
the year of 270 and he died on the 6th of December 343. 
Since the Middle Ages people celebrate this day, to re-
member that saint, who gave presents to children and 
the poor.

In the minds of people, Nicholas retained the look of 
a bishop for a long time until music, art and litera-
ture formed the image of today. His “modern” look 
goes back to the eighteen-twenties, when poets wro-
te about a man with red cheeks, a white beard and a 
bigger belly. In that poems, Nicholas was completely 
dressed in fur and he sat already in a sleigh that was 
pulled by reindeers. Also very popular children's books 
like “Struwelpeter” (Shockheaded Peter) by Heinrich 
Hoffmann or the Christmas carol “Morgen kommt der 

Weihnachtsmann”, written by August Heinrich Hoff-
mann von Fallersleben drew a more and more unifor-
med picture of Santa Claus. 

In the middle of the 19th century, the German Thomas 
Nast emigrates to New York. He works as caricaturist 
and editorial cartoonist and is considered to be the 
"Father of the American Cartoon" until today. It can 
be assumed that he is influenced by the German image 
of Santa Claus, when he portrayed that saint for the 
American magazine “Harper’s Weekly” in 1862. In times 
of the Civil War, Thomas Nast placed an old, happy and 
chubby man in an army camp, where he gives presents 
to the soldiers. Later, he got the request, to colorize 
his drawings and Thomas Nast chose white and red. The 
image of Santa Claus as we know him today was born.  
Therefore, the legend that a very popular American 
brand had formed the image of Santa Claus is dispro-
ved. However, it is beyond any doubt that Coca-Cola 
plays an important role, when it’s about the internati-
onal triumph of Santa Claus’ “new” look. 

SANTA CLAUS

THE TRUE

STORY
APPEARANCE

ABOUT
THE

Thomas Nast's most famous drawing, "Merry Old Santa Claus", from the January 1, 1881 edition of Har-
per's Weekly. Thomas Nast immortalized Santa Claus' current look with an initial illustration in an 1863 
issue of Harper's Weekly, as part of a large illustration titled "A Christmas Furlough" in which Nast set aside 
his regular news and political coverage to do a Santa Claus drawing. The popularity of that image promp-
ted him to create another illustration in 1881.

OF



HOW COCA-COLA HAS INFLUENCED
THE LOOK OF SANTA CLAUS 

The story behind: In 1931, another European artist, the Swede Haddon 
Sundblom, created an advertising campaign for the most famous bevera-
ge producer of the world. Every year, Coca-Cola presented its Santa Claus 
with a deep red coat, similar to the brand color. Because of the brand’s 
international popularity, that characteristic look was not only spread 
over the entire world, but it has a lasting impact on our idea about Santa 
Claus.  

SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN
NAMELY WITH A TRUCK ON THE 
COCA-COLA CHRISTMAS TOUR
THE COUNTDOWN IS RUNNING! 
From the end of November, Santa Claus changes his reindeer sleigh with a 
huge truck. Together with the Coca-Cola Christmas trucks he will come to 
many towns in several countries to make people happy and to invite them 
to spend some time together. Mostly, there aren’t the material things, 
which make people smile, but the moments they share with each other.  

True to the motto: “Give a Little Happiness”, Coca-Cola wants to reminds 
us, that the most beautiful presents are always coming from our hearts, 
such as spending more time with the people we love.

This year, the red and beautiful illuminated trucks will drive across the 
country for the 19th time. They will visit almost 50 up to 60 towns in per 
country. Besides, Coca-Cola is committed to help charity organizations, 
such as “Ein Herz für Kinder” (A Heart for Children) in Germany.

The Coca-Coka Christmas tour is an inherent part of the Christmas season 
in many countries and it is more than a promotion activity of a big brand. 
Because of its popularity, Coca-Cola has the power to motivate people to 
come closer together. Besides a picture with Santa Claus, the guests will 
be invited to visit Santa’s workshop to paint and craft with each other. 
Many more attractions, such as the “Young Gospel Singers” will create a 
festive and happy atmosphere.

In Germany the trucks will start on the 28th of November, in U.K. on the 
20th and in other nations at a similar time. 

If you want to know when the trucks will come to your town, you will 
find the dates on www.coca-cola.com.

Photo: Coca-Cola

http://www.coca-cola.com


HOW D ID  I T  COME ABOUT THAT 

ST. NICHOLAS  
FILLS OUR SOCKS AND SHOES

While we are on the subject of warm winter shoes, we should remember 
that a special day will come very soon. 

In December, a month when many people feel stressed more than usual 
and adults have to prepare strenuous things like Christmas, New Year’s Eve 
and holiday, most children eagerly await the upcoming mystical days with 
sparkling eyes. One of the most important days for Christians and especially 
for children is St. Nicholas Day. It is a day full of magic and joy for most 
children on earth. The world’s biggest celebration will probably happen in 
Brazil, where Papai Noel and his helpers walk through the streets to bring 
presents to the kids. It is also a very important day in the Netherlands, where 
the holiday tradition is focused on the arrival of Sinterklaas.

Despite of different names and different ways to celebrate this day, its his-
tory can be dated back to a man, who lived around 1.700 years ago and who 
died on the 6th December 343 A.D. Nicholas was his name and he was the 
son of wealthy Christian parents, who died when he was very young. The 
boy moved to his uncle, who was a bishop and so he became very religious 
in his early years. Besides many legends it seems to be proved, that young 
Nicholas gave the money, that he inherited from his family, to people in need 
and danger. Many sources report about a family, who wasn’t able to afford 
a proper dowry for the daughters. Because of this destitution, the young 
girls were in danger to become prostitutes. Taking notice of the girl’s plight, 
Nicholas came to the house at night and on this point the stories continue 
very differently.

In some cases, Nicholas threw purses filled with gold through the window, 
in others he threw the gold through the chimney, but the most plausible 
story is, that the family put their socks and shoes out to air, where Nicholas 
filled them with gold coins in the night. This sneakiness was necessary to 
save the family from the humiliation of accepting charity, but today it is a 
part of the mystical character of the 6th of December, that children will 
find sweets and presents in their shoes or socks when they wake up in the 
early morning.

So, we want to start this time, with an amazing shoe collection, which pro-
vides girls and women not only huge space for nice presents, but a glamou-
rous style for the upcoming festive days.

Of course, these very modern styles haven’t really something to do with tho-
se one of a poor family 1700 years ago, but the high quality and perfect look 
could make us happy too and maybe, the history of St. Nicholas’ Day reminds 
us - especially in times of many flashpoints all over the world - that each 
gesture of humanity and solidarity, little or big one, is important for living 
together in harmony without fear. It could also remind us, rather to follow 
role models like St. Nicholas, than to be just a followers of self-exposers in 
the Internet, especially, when we want to leave our own footsteps in history.

Santa Claus welcomes the guest 
of the Coca-Cola Christmas tour
Photo: Coca-Cola



BEAUTY
CAROLYN MURPHY LOVES

THAT BOOTS

UGG

RECEIVES SUPPORT FROM
ST. NICHLAS 
A NATURAL



NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL, SENSUAL 
AND COMPLETELY RELAXED 

top model and surfer girl Carolyn Murphy has already wor-
ked with industry giants, such as Estée Lauder, Oscar de la 
Renta, Calvin Klein and Versace. Now, she is Ambassador of 
the US American shoe manufacturer UGG



THE NAME may be derived from unisex style of sheepskin shoes origina-
ted from Australia and New Zealand, called Ugg or sometimes 

Uggs, what stand actually for ugly. In contrast to this meaning, the beautiful 
top model Carolyn Murphy shows, that warm and practical boots could also 
look very sexy and stylish.

THE TOP MODEL presents the boots without any makeup and styling. 
So, she underlines the fashionable but timeless look 

of the new UGG® collection with her natural beauty.

 

CAROLYN MURPHY IS A REAL FAN of the shoe brand from 
USA. Already in the age of 

10 she got her first Classic boots. When she was invited to work for UGG®, she 
has decided to present the special limited edition called 

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 37 YEARS, UGG®, a division of De-
ckers Brands, launches 

an entirely reimagined, limited-edition line of UGG® boots. Classic Luxe is a so-
phisticated take on the venerable, world-renowned UGG® Classic boot. Classic 
Luxe boots are designed and handmade in Italy. They feature a sleeker, more fas-
hion-forward silhouette, with more refined features and a slimmer, more con-
toured construction, while still delivering the same warmth and comfort that 
feels like nothing else.

CLASSIC LUXE.  



“We chose to offer a slimmer fit to our customers to give them more flexibi-
lity in their fashion choices – to be able to step into the most chic situations 
without having to sacrifice UGG comfort,” says UGG® Creative Director Leah 
Larson. “And we chose to manufacture the Classic Luxe collection exclusi-
vely in Italy, to reflect the premium Italian craftsmanship that entices women 
around the world.”

FINELY CRAFTED IN ITALY from premium materials, the Classic 
Luxe Collection streamlines and slims 

the silhouettes of our Classic boots. Rendered in meticulously cut goat suede 
and Merino Twinface, these sleek and luxuriously soft boots feature a leather 
logo-embossed heel and chic color combinations in a rich fall palette.

PREMIUM SUEDE complements the Abree boot’s heritage style, giving 
it a luxurious and contemporary feel. Equal parts 

fashion and function, the feminine silhouette comes in two heights and boasts 
a moisture-wicking sheepskin insole that guarantees signature UGG® comfort. 
Both Abree styles have a medial metal zipper with an antique bronze finish that 
offers a slim fit to hug the leg.



TASSELED FRINGE 
puts a little swing in the 
Karisa boot’s buckled step, 
serving as a fun accent to 
the soft Italian suede. This 
boot is an update with just 
enough edge and features 
a functional metal snap 
for easy entry.

WWW.UGGAUSTRALIA.COM
The UGG® Classic Luxe collection is available at 

http://WWW.UGGAUSTRALIA.COM


WINTER

“LUST-HAVE” STYLES  
WITH A FLAWLESS FIT

TED&MUFFY

THE MAGIC

FAIRYTALE  

OF A CHARMING



Each woman has deserved it to experience a very magical 
moment. Besides some other options, that moment could hap-
pen especially when she wears a new pair of shoes. A young 
British brand helps all women to discover a moment like this 
and its name is

"FAIRYTALE FITTERS"   
this is how ted&muffy sees itself. the brand 

COMBINES "LUST HAVE" STYLES   
WITH A FLAWLESS FIT, which feels  

very good  
and which makes each woman looks stunning. 

THE COLLECTION CONTAINS 
UNIQUE BOOTS AND SHOES,  

 
which distinguish themselves due to an 

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY and diligence  
during processing. 

THE KNEE-HIGH BOOTS, MODERN 
BLOCK HEELS, ANKLE BOOTS as well 

as

BREATHTAKING OVERKNEES and 
the

POINTED-TOE BALLERINAS  
 

are simply irresistible.

TED&MUFFY



THE MAGIC BEHIND TED&MUFFY 
Ted & Muffy works with carefully selected, artisan European shoemakers. 
Watching their work, inspires the team. It goes to great lengths to source the 
finest Italian leathers and suedes with which the experts craft the collections, 
bringing the designers’ visions to life.

Each pair of Ted&Muffy boots and shoes passes through dozens of expert hands 
before they reach the consumer and no two pairs are exactly the same. Tanners 
weave their magic to produce leathers in sumptuous colors and a variety of 
textures and finishes. Their brilliant last-makers and pattern-cutters give the 
shoes and boots their fabulous fit, and the technicians, stitchers and finishers 
skilfully blend together each ingredient to produce the final piece. The team of 
Ted&Muffy think it’s this kind of artistry that makes the brand so very special. 



THE MAKING OF
TED&MUFFY IN
EIGHT STEPS 
THE LAST-MAKERS  

 
All Ted&Muffy boots and shoes start 
their journey at the last-makers. This is 
where the ‘lasts’ that form the basis of 
each style are created and the Ted&-
Muffy designers work closely with 
their last-making team to develop sha-
pes unique to them.

THE DETAIL 
Ted&Muffy believes that beauty lies in 
the detail: turned seams, delicate piping 
and double rows of stitching. These 
techniques require an incredible level 
of skill, so they work with a highly ex-
perienced team of experts to make sure 
they get them just right.

CORDWAINING   
Ted&Muffy works with expert cordwai-
ners to create the perfect leg fittings 
and they always line their boots with 
gorgeous quality leather to make them 
feel extra luxurious. For certain styles, 
they choose (equally comfy) waterpro-
of fabric linings or superior bovine 
linings, which give the boots great 
structure.

COLOR & MATERIALS 
When creating a collection, Ted&Muffy 
selects the finest materials and put 
together their very own palette of 
seasonal colors. The team is always in-
vested in the softest, most luxe Italian 
leathers with hand finishing, natural 
dyes, and small runs of limited edition 
leathers exclusive to them. These fine 
leathers give a better finish and stay in 
good condition for longer, so they’re 
worth every penny. 



SOLES   
Ted&Muffy takes great care deci-
ding what type of sole will work 
for each of their designs. For 
example, rubber soles are ideal 
for pieces that are intended to be 
hard-wearing, whereas leather 
soles with rubber inserts work 
best for workwear or party-rea-
dy styles. Where possible, all of 
their soles are branded with 
their signature wolf’s head mo-
tif. 

CLOSING
Ted&Muffy believes the best finishing 
techniques are worth splashing out on. 
One of these techniques is called ‘closing’ 
– the way the boot or shoe is closed at 
the front and back using specialist machi-
nes. The brand has invested in state-of-
the-art machines to help their craftsmen 
perfect this delicate art.

FINISHING
The last part of the design process is 
choosing the ‘finish’ of the leather 
– whether it will be coated, brushed, 
buffed, polished, or waxed. Ted&Muffy’s 
craftsmen do this bit by hand and each 
technique creates a different look – from 
soft and casual to glossy and glam. 
Spending time on this helps preserve the 
beauty of the leather, so it’s worth the 
elbow grease!

THE LAST, LUXE DETAIL
Finally, in-socks made with leather and 
memory foam are added to make sure 
that all of the Ted&Muffy boots and 
shoes feel as gorgeous as they look!



WWW.TEDANDMUFFY.COM

THE DESIGN The boots, shoes and bags are all 
created by a very own team of 

talented designers. They draw inspiration from the world 
around them, cherry-picking styles, colors and details 
that capture their imaginations, and use them to create 
the brands own, exclusive seasonal collections, as well 
as its timeless signature styles.

TED&MUFFY is obsessed with gorgeous materials 
and always invests in the most lusci-

ous Italian leathers, butter-soft suedes and exquisite trims, 
so that the designers have the best boot-making ingredients 
at their fingertips. This allows them to create fabulous 
quality pieces that stand the test of time.

http://WWW.TEDANDMUFFY.COM


CELEBRATES A LUXURIOUS 
EQUESTRIAN SPORT COLLECTION  

HUNTER

THESE

BOOTS
RIDING

ARE
MADE

FOR



THE EARL & COUNTESS 
OF MORNINGTON and the  Hunter 

Direc tors  hosted 
a  cocktail  party  to  l aunch the  new collec-
t ion

A tradition on St. Nicholas Day is to clean the shoes, to impress the 
holy man and to get nice presents. Especially children are very crea-
tive, when it’s about receiving secret gifts. The most kids will choose 
their biggest shoes, which are able to contain more presents, than the 
other ones. Of course boots are ideal for that reason and when they 
are very high it will be even more perfect. Besides, one of the most 
popular Christmas wishes of all children worldwide is an animal. 
While some kids want a cute pet, others – especially girls – would love 
to get a horse. Since time immemorial, that animal is a symbol for 
love, intelligence, power and elegance. A quite similar combination 
of feelings and thoughts has leaded to a special new equestrian sport 
collection made by 

HUNTER FIELD

DUKE OF WELLINGTON  
BY HUNTER FIELD.

THE ALL-PURPOSE EQUESTRIAN 
COLLECTION, set  to  l aunch in  Spring 

2016,  i s  the  f irst  coll abo-
rat ion within  Hunter ’s  new brand category,

HUNTER FIELD.

THE EVENT was held  at  Apsley  House , 
the  home of  the  f irst  Duke  of 

Well ington,  in  the  same week  as  the  200th an-
niversary  of  the  Battle  of  Waterloo.  Working 
with  the  Duke  of  Well ington’s  family,  Hun-
ter  has  re inforced h istoric  p ieces  to  create  a 
collec t ion that  fuses  technological  advances 
with  heritage  des ign.

Upon arrival ,  guests  were  greeted 

BY 4 HORSES, WITH RIDERS   
each wearing key  p ieces  from the  collec t ion, 
before  entering the  house  to  see  an install a -
t ion of  the  collec t ion made  ent irely  of  green 
bespoke  hedging.  In  the  upstairs  floor of  Aps-
ley  House ,  guests  were  served Nyet imber Bri -
t ish  sparkl ing wine  and Gilp in ’s  g in ,  alongside 
a  selec t ion of  Brit ish  canapés  from caterers 
Cell ar  Society.  Music  was  provided by  cell ist, 
Ben Davies .



Granted exclus ive  access  to  the  fa -
mily  archive  to  create  the  p ieces  and 
working in  conjunc t ion with  the 

EARL AND COUNTESS 
OF MORNINGTON, the  col-

lec t ion 
for men and women features  Hunter 
s ignatures  alongside  details  of  the 
Duke’s  orig inal  r id ing boots .  Dat ing 
back  to  1814,  the  Duke’s  boots  have 
evolved to  become the  iconic  Wel-
l ington of  today.

DEVELOPED WITH 
TECHNICAL EXPERTS in 

the 
equestrian f ield,  the  collec t ion 
comprises  men’s  and women’s  le-
ather  and rubber  boots  including 
r id ing and jodhpur styles ,  all  with 
scarlet  red  heel  features  insp ired 
by  the  Duke’s  orig inal  Well ington 
Boot,  and discreet  Duke  of  Well ing-
ton x  Hunter  F ield  branding.  These 
s it  alongside  weather-protec t ive 
technical  outerwear featuring a  ca -
valry  coat,  f ield  jackets ,  mid-l ayers 
and a  g i let.

THE FUTURE OF 
HUNTER FIELD will  see  the 

continued 
development  of  footwear and 
outerwear that  challenges  the 
current  notions  of  performance 
des igns.



WWW.HUNTERBOOTS.COM 

http://WWW.HUNTERBOOTS.COM


SHOES AS BEAUTIFUL AS 
ICE FLOWERS

AGL

THE

WONDER
GARDEN

OF
A

WINTER
SECRET



The older of us will remember the times, when the winter came and the 
windows showed beautiful frost patterns. As children we have dropped 
water on the window in the evening and – surprise, surprise – in the mor-
ning we had a wonderful garden, full of ice flowers and magical forms. 
Many beautiful applications and ornaments, which reminds us of the 
wonderful frost patterns is presented this winter by AGL

DAKOTA FANNING,   
wonderful like the frost patterns on 
a window and famous for her work in 
Hollywood blockbusters like “War of 
the Worlds” with Tom Cruise, is the be-
autiful face of the new winter collecti-
on of AGL. 

THE GIUSTI SISTERS, 
owners of AGL, are pleased to announce 
the Hollywood star Dakota Fanning as 
the face of AGL, for her fourth season 
with the Italian shoe brand. 

VERA, MARIANNA AND 
SARA chose black and white images 

and wide range of different 
materials to highlight the unexpected 
combinations of the Winter 2015-16 
collection: boyish styles with a feminine 
taste, minimal shapes and bold details, 
strong assertion of the brand identity.

THE CAMPAIGN IMAGES 
were created by photographer Rankin. 
He brought out a fresh, delicate and fas-
cinating side of Dakota. 

‘Dakota is showing us season by season her 
personal growth as a woman and as an ac-
tress. We like the way she connects with the 
AGL spirit and we love the energy that Rankin 
has been able to create with her.’ 
(Vera, Marianna and Sara Giusti)  

The campaign images highlight the most refined 
pieces from the collection, a manifesto of the 
essence of AGL: Made in Italy craftsmanship and 
family heritage, combined with the contempo-
rary sensibility of the three Giusti sisters.

he campaign images highlight the most refined 
pieces from the collection, a manifesto of the 
essence of AGL: Made in Italy craftsmanship and 
family heritage, combined with the contempo-
rary sensibility of the three Giusti sisters.



The shoes and bags collection from AGL is called Win-
ter Flower. In fact, the collection is a tribute to Win-
ter, starting from the distinctly warm materials such 
as Persian lamb and sheepskin, with unique details 
for a contemporary, feminine look. Cult pieces inclu-
de models which are hand-decorated with floral-in-
spired merino wool embroidery, thigh boots in soft 
shearling and wool-lined denim and mountain booties 
adorned with shiny Swarovski® crystals, hand-made 
and hand-applied patent leather flowers and maxi laces 

created with a weave of matte cotton yarn and metal-
lic lurex yarn. The utmost expression of “Made in Italy” 
craftsmanship. The color palette ranges from white to 
intense shades of burgundy, emerald and the ever-in-
dispensable black. Rounding out the collection are the 
Sara, Mari and Vera bags, representing the three diffe-
rent personalities of the Giusti sisters, the third gene-
ration and soul of the AGL brand, and a new, multi-pur-
pose backpack/ bag named Girl, the finishing touch for 
urban outfits worn by passionate fans of AGL.

THE AGL WINTER GARDEN

ATTILIO GIUSTI LEOMBRUNI 
FEMININE CREATIVITY 
MADE IN ITALY Made in Italy. As far as 

Attilio Giusti Leombruni 
is concerned, that says it all. One name, one brand and 
one passion span three generations.
Following in the footsteps of grandfather Piero and 
father Attilio come three sisters, Sara, Vera and Mari-
anna, forging a shared future. Their diverse skills fo-
cus on one goal: to carry on the success story begun in 
1958 by creating minimalist, feminine footwear. 
Their products are contemporary icons of authentic 
quality. The whole world adores the exclusive, sophi-
sticated mood of the dynamic and distinctive AGL col-
lections. Their timeless style blurs the boundaries bet-

ween masculine and feminine in a new distillation of 
refinement and flair. 
Indeed, to AGL, footwear embodies a totally unique art. 
Over the years, the company has honed its expertise. As 
a result, it can guarantee shoes with all the smooth 
wearing comfort of a glove. 
Neat shapes, pure lines and precise patterns are the 
hallmarks of an AGL design. These accessories adapt 
readily into a perfect extension of the wearer, epitomi-
zing ‘Art Couture’ in a new concept of luxury. That con-
cept has been constantly and systematically redefined 
until it has come to denote originality and, above all, 
the personality of the wearer. 
Passion is in the Giusti genes. It has been AGL’s guiding 
star for over half a century. Now, more than ever befo-
re, AGL researches and innovates to take its epitome of 
‘made in Italy’ to every corner of the world. WWW.AGL.COM

http://WWW.AGL.COM


PERFECT & VERSATILE  
IN WEAR & USE

HAPPY SOCKS

DEAR, DEAR

NICHOLAS
SOCKS

PLEASE
FILL

OUR



As varied as Christmas presents, so too is the spectrum of traditions 
at the festive season. Besides the tradition to leave the shoes in front 
of the door, many people hang their socks on the door or in their 
windows. This gives us the chance to make an experiment to find out, 
if Santa Claus really exist. When you hear an old man giggling in the 
late night, you know Santa Claus was there. For this experiment you 
should use the famous socks from Sweden, which conjure up a smile 
into each face HAPPY SOCKS

HAPPY SOCKS started in the 
spring of 2008. 

Two friends had a vision: to spread happi-
ness by turning an everyday essential into a 
colorful design piece with a rigid standard 
of ultimate quality, craftsmanship and cre-
ativity. A concept now brought to perfec-
tion by the Happy Socks collective of cre-
ators. Today Happy Socks are sold in more 
than 70 countries and on every continent.
Happy Socks features an almost endless va-
riety of models and designs, using a broad 
spectrum of color combinations and ori-
ginal patterns. Simply put: there's a pair 
of high-quality socks and underwear for 
every occasion, mindset and style.



HAPPY SOCKS' goal is to provide the wearer with the best and happiest socks 

around. The team is very confident in its collections only using the 

best materials, awesome designs, and a meticulous attention to detail. The brand is constantly evaluating, 

maintaining and developing the production process! Although the socks won't last forever, you could try 

and remember to always wash the socks and tights inside out to extend their lifetime and to make a good 

impression when Santa Claus is coming to town!

THE QUALITY 
 

"OUR GOAL IS TO PROVIDE YOU WITH THE 
BEST AND HAPPIEST SOCKS AROUND."

HAPPY SOCKS are made of a high 
quality combed cot-

ton and some of the best fabrics. A strong, 
softer combed cotton makes the socks last 
longer, keeping them and the wearer happy. 
A reinforced toe and heel further prevents 
the Happy Socks from breaking. The Turkish 
factories use a tough AQL* test to validate 
the Happy Socks production. Two rigorous 
tests are performed: one during produc-
tion and one before shipping. These tests 
help to ensure the highest possible quality. 
The brand has also implemented a process 
called Silicon Washing. In short this "sock-
talk" really means that Happy Socks will 
feel better on the feet and won’t shrink af-
ter the laundry.



WHEN WE GO BACK TO THE CHRISTMAS MARKETS WITH OUR NEW SHOES AND 
SOCKS IT COULD HAPPEN, THAT WE SUDDENLY SEE THE ONE AND ONLY PRESENT 
FOR OUR FRIEND OR FAMILY; HANDCRAFTED, INDIVIDUAL, UNIQUE. 

ALTHOUGH, THE MODERN SHOPPING OFFERS US MANY OPPORTUNITIES TO 
ORDER CHRISTMAS PRESENTS VIA INTERNET IN A RELAXED WAY, THE PERFECT 
GIFTS WE WILL FIND DUE TO AN ACCIDENT MOSTLY. BESIDES, INTERNET OR-
DERS WILL BE DELIVERED VIA PARCEL SERVICES DIRECTLY TO OUR DOOR, WHICH 
COULD BE OPENED BY OUR FAMILY OR FRIEND. 

THEREFORE, IT COULD BE A GOOD IDEA TO ORGANIZE THE MOST IMPORTANT 
PRESENTS FOLLOWING THE TRADITIONAL WAYS. FOR THAT WE NEED A BAG, 
WHICH OFFERS ENOUGH SPACE TO CARRY THE PRESENTS. PERFECT, WHEN THIS 
BAG ISN’T ONLY PRACTICAL, BUT VERY STYLISH AT THE SAME TIME. 

picture: www.guess.com

http://www.guess.com


COLORS 
GUESS

AVANT-GARDE

CUTS AND
DARING

TOUCHED BY THE 
60S & 70S



Even better than to be just focused on the style of an accessory, is 
to keep an eye on the complete look. One glamorous brand makes 
it easy to find a style, which fits perfectly from head to toe not 
only during the Christmas time

GUESS



THE GUESS ACCESSORIES 
 

and shoe styles are close connected with the 
ready to wear collection. They represent a 
blend of new designs and iconic styles.



THE ASSORTMENT 
 

is rich in avant-garde cuts and daring color combina-
tions. The objective is to feel free and glamorous all 
day long. The GUESS definition of cool is reflected in a 
combination of the flair of the sixties with silhouettes, 
which are inspired by California and the west coast.

THE PRINTS   
show blossom motifs or the 4G logo 
on exotic skins with elaborated de-
tails such as eyelets and rivets. 



THE ACCESSORIES AND SHOES   
are practical and varied in use and combination. The 
big totes, different types of satchels and shoulder 
bags are only some examples. The color palette is 
dominated by black, white, red, grey and nude.

THE SHOES   
are dedicated to both; the urban military look and a 
sportily-elegant attitude. The collection reaches from 
a classic toe shoe, over-knee boots made of suede or 
leather, to crazy neoprene stretch boots.



GUESS offers a wide range of accessories and probably the guess women will not 
resist the colorful sneakers or the slip-on sneakers with an extravagant 

animal print. Besides, the sport collection shows floral and animal motifs too. 

THE VERSATILE ACCESSORIES collection surprises by a fantastic head-
dress as well as a Palestinian Scarf, 

leather bracelets, a vintage chain-belt with rivets, strass, eyelets and ribbons.  



WWW.GUESS.COM

COVERS AND CASES
for smartphones and tablets are also available 
within the guess winter collection 2015/16.

http://WWW.GUESS.COM


GREEN GLAMOUR MADE OF 
FISH LEATHER

AYASSE

EXCLUSIVE

LUXURY
CONSCIENCE

WITH A
CLEAR



A GOOD EXAMPLE OF A PERFECT SYMBIOSIS 
BETWEEN LUXURY AND SUSTAINABILITY IS THE 
YOUNG GERMAN LABEL AYASEE

THE BRAND was founded by Tina Fricke and Philipp Ayasse in 2011. Since 
then it offers a collection which is deliberately kept small. 

It contains leather bags and accessories for ladies and men as well as collars, 
leashes, blankets and cashmere pullover for dogs.

THE PRODUCTS are made of very extraordinary fabrics such as 
shimmering fish skins, which are actually a by-pro-

duct of the food industry. They are processed to finest leather by upcycling 
before they are honed, finished with colored foils or painted by hand.  

AYASSE uses mostly natural and renewable sources to keep an 
eye on the demand for resources and energy too.

THE RESULT are unique but 
wearable creations. 



SOFT AND SMOOTH, SCALED AND EXOTIC, 
HAND PAINTED AND A FASCINATING GLOSS 
The Ayasse fish-skin handbags stand for a special kind of luxury, subtly, unob-
trusive and faithfully.

WWW.AYASSE.COM

QUASI FROM THE DEPTHS OF THE SEA,   
in many respects, the bags are a good catch. They are versatile and - 
thanks to the classic design as well as a touch of glamour - en vogue 
for decades. A genuine investment for the future.

http://WWW.AYASSE.COM


INSPIRATION
IS TRAVELLING THE GLOBE

FRITZI AUS PREUSSEN

THE BEAUTIFUL

WORLDAS THE  
SOURCE OF



So far, we have already heard about, that a vacation belongs to the most popular Christ-
mas wishes. While the one dreams of a trip to the fjords in Norway, the other dreams 
of an island in the Caribbean. A German label takes us from Berlin to its own dream 
destinations. Let’s take a ride with FRITZI AUS PREUSSEN

"HELLO WANDERLUST!" The new Fritzi 

aus Preussen 

BAG COLLECTION takes the world as source 

of inspiration. So it was a 

logical step to send the model on a great journey. With 

a steamer it goes to Canada, then over mountains and 

valleys to India. The journey will be topped by a genuine 

„African Safari“. As exciting as this trip, the polyurethane 

- which is recyclable and free of leather - presents itself 

in the categories “Berlin”, “New York”, “Vintage”, “Kit” and 

“Zebra”. The pallet goes from waxed haptics, over precious 

calf leather looks, to a colorful zebra version.

FROM SEA TO SEA The inspiration of this range was a cruise to Canada. Sometimes 
rough, sometimes shallow, the models follow the unique 

moods of the sea and prove an individual character. This collection contains exciting waxed sur-
faces as well as smooth leather pieces. The shapes and sizes are varied such as waves on the shore. 
The range goes from a purist wrap-clutch, to the practical shopper, up to the spacious hobo-bag. 
The decorative seams, buckles as well as handles and bottoms of contrasting colors give the col-
lection that little bit extra. The braided and smooth purses complete the portfolio.  



NAMASTÉ To make a journey from one continent to another, one needs a lo-
yal and stylish travel companion. The logical consequence is the 

“Fancy Roller”. Also in this season, the cool travel-mates convince through an impres-
sive material mix. Thereby, the new leather style “Kite” looks like real calf leather. The 
other versions in vintage or smooth leather look are captivating due to their cool ri-
vets or robust zippers. Thanks to the telescopic handle and the integrated roles, these 
trolleys are ideal for a trip to India.



AFRICAN SAFARI The endless expanse, the mystical 
savannah and exotic animals: This 

collection takes us to an untouched nature of the black continent. 
A touch of “Fritzi-Drive" creates that certain something. The zebra 
looks are colorful. In beige, green, olive and rose they embellish sick-
le-shaped pouches, plain clutches and fancy handles-purses. 100% co-
lorful exotic, 100% free of leather – this is Fritzi aus Preussen.

WWW.FRITZIAUSPREUSSEN.DE

http://WWW.FRITZIAUSPREUSSEN.DE


TOUCH
WHEN A GERMAN TOP MODEL 

MEETS DANISH DESIGN

ADAX

A COSMOPOLITAN

LOOK WITH A
TIMELESS



MARIE NASEMANN – known through her participation in Germany’s Next 
Top Model – loves to mix skillfully classic styles with 

rock-like chic and Boho elements. A very sophisticated leather bag collection, she has 
designed together with the Danish brand

ADAX

The individual blend of Maries personal style is reflected in a timeless accessories col-
lection, which creates an extravagant and cosmopolitan look.
 
“Always, I had a predilection for fashion sketches, which I drew by 
my own. When I was 11, an old sewing machine was bequeathed by my 
grandmother to me”, says Marie.  



THE HISTORY OF ADAX
COURAGE. CURIOSITY. ENDURANCE.
When Eugen Silfen came to Denmark at the age of 18, it wasn’t foreseeable, that he 
would find a label, which would belong to the most popular Danish design-brands 
in the future. He had very limited resources, but a vision of high-quality and – at 
least - better bags as they were available at that time. Therefore, he founded the 
accessories label Adax in his cellar in Copenhagen. The synergy between courage, cu-
riosity and endurance allows to look backwards to a very impressive success story.

“Marie’s approach to design isn’t adapted, but 
very jaunty. That makes us very happy. we appre-
ciate her committed, refreshed and positive type”,  
adds Naja Silfen, designer of adax. 

Marie completes, “Since years, I looked for a high-class 
and stylish, but modest backpack. It is just perfect, 
that I have got the opportunity now, to create it exac-
tly to my visions. Eugen Silfen, chief designer of Adax, 
liked already my very first drafts. So, he offered me 
spontaneously to create an own collection.”



FAMILY. TALENT. CREATIVITY. Adax is a fa-
mily-owned bu-

siness. The ladies of the family, Eugen Silfen’s wife as well as their two 
daughters, are responsible for design, distribution and marketing stra-
tegies. Almost every day, new bags, new innovative solutions, new designs 
and new partnerships arise. Especially partnerships with leading Scandi-
navian fashion designers such as Stine Goya, Soulland und Carin Wester 
ensured an international attention.

BEAUTY. CHALLENGE. RESPONSIBILITY. 
Adax is a family-owned business. The ladies of the family, Eugen Silfen’s wife 
as well as their two daughters, are responsible for design, distribution and 
marketing strategies. Almost every day, new bags, new innovative solutions, 
new designs and new partnerships arise. Especially partnerships with leading 
Scandinavian fashion designers such as Stine Goya, Soulland und Carin Wes-
ter ensured an international attention.

WWW.ADAX.DK

http://WWW.ADAX.DK


El Greco, Adoración de los Reyes Magos, Museo Soumaya

A bag is a beautiful present as well as useful to carry presents for our 
sweethearts. However, what is behind the tradition to make presents at 
Christmas time?

Some people could think, that it is a modern tradition, controlled from 
the industry, but far from it. The rite goes back to Jesus itself. Everybody 
knows the story of the three wise men, Caspar, Melchior and Balthasar, 
who followed the star of Bethlehem, which showed them the way to the 
place of Jesus' birth. The three wise kings brought presents for Maria and 
Jesus to the crib: Frankincense, Gold and Myrrh.

t h e  p e r f u m e
Melchior brought the frankincense. That term already reminds us on the 
word fragrance. Frankincense was a perfume, which was used in Jewish 
worships. To make it a present means too, to remember the birth of Jesus 
in a very authentic way. Maybe this is the reason, why perfume belongs to 
the most popular presents at Christmas eve until today.

t h e  b e a u t y
Caspar brought the Myrrh, which is mostly unknown today. It In the past 
it was a powerful balsam to heal wounds as well as a fragrant oil or lo-
tion for the body. Therefore, also products for our health and wellness 
belong to the most traditional Christmas presents.

t h e  j e w e l r y
Balthasar finally brought the gold to give it as a present to the king of 
kings. From time immemorial, gold is a standard symbol of rule as well as 
it stands for wealth, safety and praise.

By the way the names of the three wise men can be derived from Persian, 
Hebrew as well as Syrian terms, where Melchior means “King of Lights”, 
Caspar means “Treasurer” and Balthasar stands for “God save the King”. 
Maybe we should remind us these origins, next time, when we talk the 
next time about the current situation concerning the flow of refugees 
and terror acts.

WHAT IS THE STORY BEHIND THE

CHRISTMAS 
P R E S E N T S



THAT CERTAIN SOMETHING
THOMAS SABO

FOR EXCEPTIONAL
FRAGRANCES 
MOMENTS

t h e  p e r f u m e



FRAGRANCES with very seductive and exquisite 
scent compositions characterize the 

perfume-universe of

THOMAS SABO

The fragrances of Thomas Sabo are covering everybody with a distinctive  
smell, perfect to add that certain something to a special moment.  

EAU DE KARMA  
THE NEW THOMAS SABO FRAGRANCE
The new THOMAS SABO fragrance, which exudes pure joie de vivre and harmony, was 
created by perfumer Richard Ibanez. In addition to the sensual-fresh fragrance, the 
beautiful top model Chloé Lloyd is the face of the campaign.

Eau de Karma is a sensual-fresh fragrance that – like refreshing summer rain – has a 
soothing influence on body, mind and soul. Its precious essences capture the spiritual 
symbolism of traditional East Asian teachings and bring them to life.

This feminine fragrance makes a vibrant entrance with its head notes of freesia, apple 
and blackcurrant. The heart note is defined by the subtle lotus flower in harmony with 
peonies, while the base enchants with the soft tones of amber, cedar wood and musk. 
In addition to the precious essence, the bottle also includes a faceted rose quartz sto-
ne. The stone of love opens the heart, and ones faith in their own abilities and desires.

The exquisite bottle with is silver cap in the form of an Om bead rounds off this fabu-
lous composition.



THERE IS A NEW  
"ATTRACTION" 

AVON

THEPOWER
ALLURE

t h e  p e r f u m e

OF



Attraction is the first scent of Avon, which was created 
to seduce. The special ingredients were chosen in order to 
achieve the greatest possible reciprocal attraction.  
The women and men's fragrance are aligned with each 
other and form together an exceptional seductive scent 
composition. 
Designed to draw you closer together, this magnetic, woo-
dy fruity scent of Avon Attraction brings hour after hour 
of undeniable attraction.

Almost each woman knows that 125 years old brand, 
which was always very close to the costumer. A brand 
who brought the individual consulting to the private 
lounge and to a very new level

AVON



It cleans the skin and provides it with moisture. 

Everybody is celebrating Christmas in an own way. For many people it is 
a relaxing time too. They try to calm down and they try to take time for 
their beauty and well-being. While Myrrh was a popular product thous-
and years ago, today are pampered by well thought-out beauty packages, 
such as the Christmas set of 

GLOSSYBOX

LET‘S HAVE A

BEAUTIFUL
CELEBRATION

GLOSSYBOX is a perfect 
present to give our 
sweethearts or our 
own a special treat. In 
line with the season, the 
festive box is presented 
in a sparkling rose-gold 
look, which is a real 
eye-catcher under the 
Christmas tree.

THE BOX CONTAINS

A soft glossy and moisturizing lip balm – perfect for every day.

This noble brush conjures a perfect taint in each face.

1

t h e  b e a u t y

2
3

KARMAMEJU MICELLAR WATER

LUXIE ROSE GOLD LARGE POWDER BRUSH 518

LAQA & CO SHEER LIP LUBE PENCIL



SKIN PROTECTION
EUCERIN

THE

GUARDIAN 

SKIN

t h e  b e a u t y

OF SENSITIVE



The climatic change and environmental impacts of all sorts, additional the hectic 
of our life between family, job, friends and leisure time: The impacts of stress 
with their exogenous as well as endogenous effects, have changed during the 
last years significantly. All of this made us and our skin more sensitive. Anybody 
may react sensitively, from a baby to a senior. The importance of the resilience 
of the skin's natural protective barrier is known since the 1950s. By pioneering, 
scientist developed a formula, which became the core of a brand, that is a faith-
ful skin protector for many consumers

EUCERIN



Since 60 years Eurcerin provides its pH5-priniple, which is 
still up-to-date regarding the current scientific findings. 
It is more actual than ever before, because the pH5 Skin 
protection, above all the LOTION and the CRÈME stimula-
te the regeneration of the protective barrier of the skin, 
they give long-lasting moisture and so they enhance the 
protective function of the skin against the negative in-
fluences of a continuously changing environment. All of 
that without parabens. The classic with its proved skin 
care pro-vitamin dexpanthenol protects and reinforces 
the resistance of sensitive skin day for day.



INTENSIVE MOISTURE WITHOUT 
WEIGHING DOWN 

PANTENE PRO-V

VIBRANT
& FRESH

t h e  b e a u t y



Whether, on the way to a date in a café or within the hustle and bustle of 
the city: Rarely, we feel light and free as when the wind blows through 
our hair. Who wouldn’t wish to experience those vivid feeling every 
day? A very new formula for the perfect vibrancy was developed and 
formed in a new care series by

PANTENE PRO-V

THE FOUR-PART PERFECT HYDRATION SERIES   
provides intensive moisture for dry hair. The secret are micro-moisturizers 
and their effect is a deeper penetration as well as protection of the natural 
lipid structure of the hair. This is the way to save the moisture in the hair wi-
thout wetting it down. 
Many women want those natural and smooth flowing look, but often it fails 
because of the daily exertions: intensive stylings, dry heating air in the winter 
and UV rays in summer. All of this injures our hair.  The Pantene Pro-V Perfect 
Hydration series is made up of the following components...

THE SHAMPOO 
 

gets tenderly rid of dirt and debris, which could 
have a negative influence on the protection func-
tion of the hair surface and its core.

THE SPRAY 
 

The Perfect Hydration Spray gives the hair an 
intensive moisture in the winter time.

THE MASK & CONDITIONER 

round up the portfolio.

The natural vibrant hair styles were also seen on 
the catwalks of the international fashion weeks. 
Pantene Pro-V expert Sascha Schütte was inspired 
by these looks and has created a new one, who 
captures these free and jaunty lifestyle feeling.



“Similar to these moment, when you want to 
change the tight clothes after a long working 
day to wear a comfortable casual outfit, we 
should allow the hair to change from the strong 
styles of the last season to new flexible ones.”  
Sascha Schütte. 

These styles enable an airy and 
smooth flowing hair, which looks 
very healthy at the same time.



SOTHYS

MAKEUP
JEWELRY

t h e  b e a u t y

IN THE LIMELIGHT The eyes, accentuated by 
eyeliner and shimmering 

lid shadows, rock-like shades and trendy metal as high-
light on lips and nails.

ROCK MEETS BAROQUE!

A mystical black and gold, curved patterns, 
fruity berry shades: Inspired by fashion a brand 
revels in baroque glamour paired with a touch 
of rock'n'roll

SOTHYS



STRENGTH
PLAYS WITH SMART 

CONTRASTS

JUNE DESIGN

DELICACY 
A BEAUTIFUL BLEND OF 

t h e  j e w e l r y

AND



The Polish designer Katarzyna Wójcik designs unique 
jewelry for contemporary women. Her designs, characte-
rized by an antagonism between delicacy and strength, are 
known under the name

JUNE DESIGN

JUNE DESIGN stands for a class apart, sophistication 
and the beauty of the minimalism. The 

designer unites modern design with traditional goldsmith’s 
work. Katarzyna Wójcik creates timeless gems for any occasion.

The Polish designer Katarzyna Wójcik



The JUNE DESIGN 
collection is a 
reflection of 
the designer’s 
phantasy. It 
emphasizes the 
beauty of each 
woman in an 
elegant and 
decent way. It is 
a composition 
of geometric 
forms and 
natural 
contrasts. 



The result of 
the designer’s 
passion and 
phantasy are 
beautiful 
handmade 
gems, which 
underline the 
wearer’s class, 
power and 
inspiration. 



The complete 
collection is handmade 
in the designer atelier 
in Warsaw. The pieces 
are available in 925 
and 925 silver, plated 
with 24-carat gold. The 
prices are extremely 
fair and reach from 70 
to 135 Euro.

WWW.JUNEDSGN.COM

http://WWW.JUNEDSGN.COM


t h e  j e w e l r y

HOLIDAYS
BEAUTY AND PRECIOUS LIKE 

MIRANDA KERR

SWAROVSKI

MAGIC 
CELEBRATE THE 

OF 
THE 



Designed with super model Miranda Kerr, an enchanting 
collection, which celebrates the magic of the holidays is 
unveiled this winter by 

SWAROVSKI
Over the course of three seasons of campaigns together, Miranda 
Kerr and Swarovski have nurtured a creative collaboration which 
finds an ultimate expression through a meaningful collection.

“It is wonderful to see it all coming to fruition, 
it has been a wonderful process” says Miranda Kerr.

Swarovski’s Creative Director Nathalie Colin refers to Miranda as 
“A powerful woman who knows what she wants. She 
was very engaged in the creative process, we had rich 
discussions, starting in Sydney and carrying on with 
meetings around the globe from Paris to NYC and LA.“



SWAROVSKI CALLED ON “FRIEND OF SWAROVSKI” 
MARGARET ZHANG TO GIVE HER TAKE ON A 
COLLECTION DESIGNED WITH MIRANDA KERR



When it came time to shoot the highly personalized and charming collection 
designed with Miranda Kerr, Swarovski has chosen long-time collaborator and 
extremely talented global “Friend of Swarovski” Margaret Zhang to capture 
the personal style of brand muse Miranda Kerr, through her editorial lens.



WWW.SWAROVSKI.COM

http://WWW.SWAROVSKI.COM


t h e  j e w e l r y

LIFE
INSPIRED BY DUTCH 

LANDSCAPES

PERNILLE CORYDON

SIMPLICITY  
SCANDINAVIAN

INSPIRED  
BY 



When you open your eyes, you could find inspiration everywhere. A young woman, 
who uses also modern tools like smartphones to capture pictures and ideas for her 
collection is the Danish designer 

PERNILLE CORYDON
Pernille Corydon finds inspiration everywhere. She takes pictures 
through the window of an airplane as well as in the taxi from the 
airport. In a situation like this, Pernille felt that the Dutch fields 
spoke to her in a special way. Immediately after checking in at the 
hotel, she therefore pulled out her sketching pad. From these sket-
ches the Brick line emerged, which has become one of Pernille Co-
rydon’s most popular lines ever.

The Dutch landscape that became a line of jewelry is a great examp-
le of how this Danish jewelry designer works.



SCANDINAVIAN SIMPLICITY INSPIRED BY LIFE
Pernille Corydon’s jewellery collections are characterised by an elegant interplay 
between materials, distinctive structures and a feminine lightness that appeals to 
women of all ages.



“My grandfather was a charismatic man of few words. I wasn’t particularly old 
when he died, but I have several vivid memories of him. What I remember most 
fondly is that I would often sit with him in a low chair with a swivel covered in 
brandy-colored leather. Here, we would sit together in our own, little world, 
while my grandfather told me adventures and tall tales. As he spoke, he would 
slowly spin the chair around. It kept the snakes at bay, he would tell me. 
The stories my grandfather told me were usually slightly scary and very exciting. 
I would hold his hand, and I vividly remember his distinguished gold ring with the 
most beautiful dark stone. My grandfather told me that if you rubbed the rock, 
you could make a wish. He also told me that the ring protected whoever wore it. 
My grandfather had been given the ring by his father. It has now been inherited by 
my father, and one day it will be passed on to my brother. It is a very special ring 
that fills me with wonderful memories of my childhood. Inspired by these memo-
ries, I have now created a new ring – and of course named it “Grandpa’s Ring”. 

GRANDPA’ SRING



WWW.PERNILLECORYDON.COM

http://WWW.PERNILLECORYDON.COM


When everything is twinkling and sparkling, we love it to show us also 
in the best light. No matter whether we will meet our friends in town, 
on a Christmas market or if we enjoy a party together – fashion is an 
important subject at Christmas time as well as a wonderful present. 

WINTER FASHION

PICTURE: TIMBERLAND



SPIRIT &

ENJOYS THE FREEDOM 
OF THE ROAD

TIMBERLAND

CULTURE

INSPIRED
BY THE REBELLIOUS



The modern way of life is full of surprises, especially during the Christmas time. 
Each day, no matter if we meet our friends at the Christmas party in the eve-
ning or if we have go to work at the daytime, we have to face ever-changing 
conditions and encounters as well as exciting new contacts and detours. The 
streets of the city, different landscapes, long or short days, unsettled weather 
and temperatures, which change very quickly as well as our decisions or expec-
tations towards fashion and style - wherever the daily routines will lead us, it 
is all about adaptability and versatility when we talk about the suitable outfit.
With a great attention to sustainability and quality, a new collection of shoes, 
clothes and accessories was created for this winter by 

TIMBERLAND

With sustainable awareness and 
considering our environment, 
TIMBERLAND designed a versa-
tile collection, which can be 
combined and worn in multiple 
layers. Ready for the many chal-
lenges of our everyday life.



THE FREEDOM OF THE ROAD
BIKER-INSPIRATION
A perfect and authentic biker look occurs through a vintage 
leather jacket, industrial details and trendy treaded soles. For 
the brave woman, who wants to show her rough side, the Tim-
berland winter collection includes sturdy as well as elegant 
pieces.  

The Belknap Biker Jacket and the Stoddard Quilted Mid Lace 
Waterproof Boot appreciate the calm and the tough side of femi-
ninity at the same time.

Inspired by the rebellious spirit and culture, the Timberland col-
lection presents a stylish revival of fabrics and materials of the 
exciting biker-epoch, which are perfectly to combine.

Sensational: The mix of the night-colored Belknap Leather Jacket 
and the Whittemore Mid Side Zip Boot will attract attention 
wherever you go. 



BLACK FOREST COLLECTION
URBAN ELEGANCE
This range shows Timberland’s personal view to the timeless fas-
hion color black. The dark grey shades could be taken from a 
deep winter forest. The combination of premium leather boots 
with stylish clothes and jackets creates perfect monochrome 
Head-to-Toe looks for an elegant appearance.  
The Forest River Check Shirt and the Sunrise Lake Colored Denim 
pants are perfect for milder temperatures.



MONOCHROM
Timberland was inspired by rust and industrial shades. There-
fore, grey forms a basis, which gives the uniform trend a fresh 
twist. In line with the volatility of weather, temperatures and 
spontaneous plans, the collections include pieces, which are sui-
table for any weather conditions as well as the most surprises 
of each day. The combination of Mirey Brook Sweaters with Taco-
ma Lake Moleskin Pants and the Beckwith Chelsea Boot creates a 
perfect look in grey, that is able to lead you safely through the 
day, from dusk till dawn.



WOOL
The winter time offers many possibilities to play with fabrics and 
materials. The Timberland collection gets a special trendy touch due 
to the stylish wool range, which includes pieces with coarse structu-
res in elegant designs. 
The premium pieces like the Parkas, flannel shirts and boots with 
Pendleton® Plaid are perfect and very cozy pieces for cold winter 
days. They stand for comfort and quality without renouncing style 
and elegance. Ideal for the upcoming FESTIVE SEASON.

WWW.TIMBERLAND.COM

http://WWW.TIMBERLAND.COM


LOVES INDIVIDUAL AND 
CLEAR LOOKS

BRAX

CASUAL
READY TO

 
BE

WEAR

CULTIVATED



Individual and straight looks affected by Scandinavian flair. The confident 
usage of new forms and proportions reveals true „Statement Pieces”. Their 
looks reflect confident nonchalance. „Cultivated Casual“ that is the key 
term of the autumn/winter 2015 collection by 

BRAX



CAPES, COATS AND PONCHOS 
but with a new interpretation as well as jogging pants are the 
must haves of the season. No matter if you prefer the classic 5-po-
cket style or the authentic jogger form, once you have tried them 
on, you will never again take them off because they have the real 
denim look and the convenience of a sweatpants.



NOT ONLY SLIM CUTS 
but also oversized sweaters next to re-
duced sequin embroidery, tonal decora-
tion and allover prints play an import-
ant role in their collection.

WWW.BRAX.COM

http://WWW.BRAX.COM


A PLEASANT-TO-WEAR 
SENSATION

GANG

FREEDOM
THE ABSOLUTE

IN RESPECT OF 

MOVEMENT



A strong presentation, shiny metallic-coatings, 
laser-prints with cool 3D effects, cooper, gold 
and silver! All these features are part of the new 
collection by

GANG

WITH AN ABSOLUTE FREEDOM 
OF MOVEMENT the jeans styles by GANG 

keep their shape, no mat-
ter if you choose the “New Boyfriend Styles”, „Skinny 
Fits” or „Leggings”. The “Straight Fit” and the timeless-
ly „High Waist” shape get new a competitor in the form 
the designers newest invention: The “GangJym”. It’s a 
hybrid of sweatpants and real denim jeans. They are 
comfortable to wear in leisure time as well during the 
next yoga session.

ASYMMETRICALLY ELEMENTS create 
new 

looks. “There is a lot of GANG-potential for Sweatie 
Denim”, says the team of creatives around 

ROBERTO CHINI.



WWW.GANG-FASHION.COM

http://WWW.GANG-FASHION.COM


TIME TO RETHINK
G-LAB

REALITIES
NEW
CRAFTING



Heat wave in autumn. Freezing cold in spring. The seasons as we 
know them seem to have changed for good. Time to rethink. Craf-
ting new Realities. A brand which follows this motto, that stands 
for a new market as well as new reality is: G-LAB
At the junction of high-tech functionality and timeless, contemporary 
design, G-LAB creates high quality products for a new urban way of life: 
to be even more active, independent and contemporary.

G-LAB’S aim is to create the ultimate jacket for all urban requirements. 
Driven by passion for style and
function, G-LAB seeks to unite the best of two worlds in one product. Hig-
hest functionality taken from
the Sports- and Outdoor Apparel sector fused with an innovative and 
impeccable fashion sense lead to
continuously exciting reinterpretations of their timeless jackets. At G-LAB 
only the best will do: Materials of the highest quality, technical and aes-
thetic expertise, close attention to detail, an eye for
quality and great craftsmanship with over two decades of experience. 

The results are masterpieces of performance and style. For people who 
appreciate extraordinary quality and a contemporary, timeless look. The 
Düsseldorf based design agency G-LAB was founded in 2003 by managing 
director and owner Björn Gericke.



“In times when we are having to redefine the seasons, the 
multifunctional features of our jackets provide a real advan-
tage for the consumer as well as for the retail trade. Our 
jackets keep you perfectly comfortable; neither too warm 
nor too cold. They offer thought through and sophisticated 
functionality throughout the year. In contrast to classic 
down jackets, our jackets with their breathable wind- and 
waterproof properties are very adaptable and suited for all 
city weather conditions- from minus 20° to plus 15° Celsius.” 
Founder and managing Director Björn Gericke



FOR A NONCHALANT, URBAN LOOK in 
the 

winter 15/16 womenswear collection the performance 
material has been further refined with a 

THIN WAX LAYER. The wax-touch is 
available exclusively 

in the color dark-mud with the new model 

ELLINGTON and the carry-over style

MONTANA II. 
THE MONTANA II AND DESTINY  

 
are also newly available with a 

REMOVABLE FUR COLLAR. 
The two new styles 

ELLINGTION AND BELLVUE have been 
added to 

THE WOMENSWEAR COLLECTION.  
 

Next to the classic colors olive, sand, navy and black, the 
trusted & established cotton-touch fabric in flame, creme, 
sapphire, ivy and terra is blazing a colorful trail through 

THE WINTERY LANDSCAPE. 
For a contemporary look with multifunctional 
comfort and uncompromising in all 

WEATHER CONDITIONS. 



G-LAB is now sold in 13 
countries- including 

Germany, Austria, the Benelux countries, 
Switzerland, UK, Denmark, Norway, Finland, 
Russia, USA and Canada. 

WWW.G-LAB.COM

http://WWW.G-LAB.COM


PANTS-CULTURE  
RELOADED

ALBERTO

COSY SHADES 
NO PERFECT DENIM

WINTER
LOOK WITHOUT THESE

OF



Whether classic slim-fits for the classy Monday, rough slacks for 
the casual Friday or chinos, cargos and jeans for all day – with 
the winter 2015/16 collection a German manufacturer presents 
styles for any occasion under the name ALBERTO

NEW: THE COSY PANTS They are comfortable and stylish and 
thanks to their simple, casual and 

above all perfect fit a real must have: The drawstring pants. ALBERTO pre-
sents these pants, originally coming from the sports segment, in very tren-
dy versions. The best materials and modern cuts clear the way to wear the 
premium jogger on the street as well as in the office. Another huge plus is 
the wide variety. The first-class fabrics dominate the “Smart Dressy” line. 
The jersey version characterizes the “Smart Cotton” range.  

THE CREATIVE DENIM RANGE IS CALLED 
“COSY JEANS”. Skillfully, it combines the wearing comfort 

of a sweatpants with the typical look of a 
classical denim jeans. 



SMART DRESSY
Above all, in the limelight of these range are this time “Ceramica-Pants” 
with a huge spectrum of shapes, dessins and details. 

COSY CERAMICA is a wool-look, which is presented sharp 
and clean in anthracite, medium grey, 

brown and blue- mélange. 

COSY CERAMICA WOOL is inspired by the styles of the 
30s and 40s of the last century. 

The “Veegie-Leather” at the waistband and coin-pocket, 39% wool, rough 
looks, casual cuts and blue- and brown-mélange shades dominate this 
range.

COSY CERAMICA CHECK is a woven slim-fit flannel-chi-
no with French pockets. It 

stands for a check revival with a numerous of patterns. With the slim 
“Ceramica Honeycomb” ALBERTO presents a real top-seller in bi-colors.



DEMIM
The huge ALBERTO denim collection contains 30 pieces, which are domina-
ted by clean cuts und smart treatments. The range goes from elegant to 
very casual. It stands for a clear style statement.

The collection convinces due to skillfully arranged details. While medi-
um-bleached jeans have an impressive comeback, experimental laser-treat-
ments form the basis for modern graphical surfaces. 

THE JOG-PANTS are available as slim-cuts and hyper-ela-
stic 5-pockets in four washings. They can 

be worn optional in indigo-colored jersey or in rough styles. The decent 
biker-look, is realized through a slim, black-coated pipe with extrovert 
dividing seams on the knees. 

A NEWCOMER IN THIS COLLECTION is a range 
of classi-

cal cut jeans, made of fine-line denim. Instead of a stretch rate, this inno-
vative fabric keeps it elasticity due to a special weaving technique.

A JEANS WITH AIR-CONDITION. When it comes 
to the winter 

denims, high-functional thermo-fibers work as smart heat storages. They 
ensure that the pants keep the body warm also when its freezing cold.



THE SMART COTTON LINE has developed step-by-
step from clean and 

decent looks to more experimental styles concerning materials 
and design.

THE SLACKS 5-POCKETS and slims are presented in 
sporty jersey with refined 

dust-character. They are available in an authentic vinta-
ge-twill, in rough and heavy cotton or in soft blue velvet.



This range contains strictly Italian-made fabrics, which 
meet perfect cuts and excellent detail work with the highest 
wearing comfort. These premium jeans underline once again 
the multifaceted nature of the “blue gold” as well as ALBERTO. 

The third edition comes with five styles and a variety of finis-
hing and qualities. Besides extra soft silk and cashmere denims 
with inky varnished silver buttons and high-contrast waist-
band lining and other details, ALBERTO presents a winter blue 
denim in rinsed wash and two used-washings the first time.

PREMIUM JEANS



VEGGIE LEATHER The special highlights are the three 
“Veggie-Leather” models. While the 

suede version is available with top-stitching, a slim silhouette 
and muted colors, the “Fake-Nubuk” styles are dominated by 
drawstrings and stitching elements, which create an extrava-
gant jog-pants look.



WWW.ALBERTO-PANTS.COM

http://WWW.ALBERTO-PANTS.COM


BUY LESS, BUT BETTER
PLATINUM 3

DESIGN
MEETS

WHEN

ART



When you think about Dubai, could you imagine that you think about the 
winter? Maybe you will, because of a brand from there, which brings 
winter fashion to a very new level PLATINUM 3 

WITH ELEGANT NEOPUNK 
and an extraordinary mixture of materials, 
the young leather label from Dubai 
demonstrates fashion knowledge and skilled 
craftmanship. 



THE VALUES of platinum 3 are uncompromising 
quality, brave and timeless 

design and functional sophistication.

PLATINUM 3 offers a confident premium 
collection of outer clothing 

for women and men according to the motto 

BUY LESS, BUT BETTER. 
LEATHER plays an important role. 

Dyed in innovative colours 
and combined with super light nylon and 
stretch nylon from the japanese producer 
Komatsu or broadcloth as well as 

FINEST FLANNEL.



PLATINUM 3 presents new creative interpretations of 
classics like biker,- trench and down-quilted 

jackets in soft winter colours. Parts of the collection are purified 
with real fur and nobly frosted metallic accents. 

THE COLLECTION contains thirty pieces. It is 
divided into two lines.

THE NEOPUNK LINE with influences 
from the movie 

and music industry and the internet. It works with 
darker colours like ruby, olive, cognac, barolo, moss 
and black refined with metallic accents.



THE SECOND LINE shows how nordic nobility of soul 
works with long quilted coats, 

flowing contours and fur hoods. It works with cooler colours 
like blue, grey, silver and mauve. 

THE HIGHLIGHT is the sport jacket „Lofoten“. It’s hand-
dyed lambskin aqua with a removable 

rabbit collar which represents the neopunk style.



WWW.PLATINUM3.DE

http://WWW.PLATINUM3.DE


THE ACTIVE WEAR 
FOR ACTIVE WOMEN

PROTEST

POWDER
PERFORMANCE
FREESTYLE



If you’re searching for versatile clothing 
that you can wear during the day and also 
on action-packed trips, we found the right 
brand for your needs 

PROTEST

THE COLLECTION IS MOSTLY 
INSPIRED BY TWO THEMES: 
AMERICANA AND NORDIC.
AMERICANA is much more than just a 

trend. It is a worldwide 
movement and the revival of this classic style 
which offers the perfect chance for a road trip 
in red, white and blue. Influenced by the famous 
“Café Racer Culture” and affected by the wild west 
with its native American cowboys, the collection 
uses sturdy leather, faded denim and structu-
red woolen blankets from the primary American 
population and creates impressively styles.



NUMBNUT MOTORCYCLES 
CAFÉ RACER COOPERATION To celebrate this issue adequately, the 

sportswear label has brought a spe-
cial protest Numbnut Café Racer cooperation to life. Numbnut Motorcycles 
manufactured a specifically for protest produced motorcycle, which has ins-
pired the design team for specific line for boys. This line includes a padded cot-
ton shirt jacket, a plaid flannel and jeans shirt, a range of t-shirts and a cap 
specially designed. This capsule captures perfectly the original style of Café 
Racer. Besides this unique collection also the specially designed motorbike for 
Protest will prove a boon! Be excited!



THE NORDIC THEME is all about durability, warmth and functiona-
lity and could be worn by fearless polar explo-

rers. This leads to a heritage inspired, robust collection with a strong focus on fur, 
fair isle, patches, insignia and Nordic knitting patterns.
Both themes are rounded off with matching accessories like sporty dip-dyed bea-
nies, caps with removable pom-poms ,headbands for the usage under the helmet 
other playful highlights.



THE NORDIC THEME 
is all about durability, warmth and 
functionality and could be worn by 
fearless polar explorers. This leads to 
a heritage inspired, robust collection 
with a strong focus on fur, fair isle, 
patches, insignia and Nordic knitting 
patterns.

BOTH THEMES are rounded off with matching 
accessories like sporty dip-dyed 

beanies, caps with removable pom-poms ,headbands for the 
usage under the helmet other playful highlights.



THE CAPSULES
POWDER SERIES W h e t h e r 

you love 
freeriding, skiing, hiking or Split 
Boarding, this range impresses with 
proven classics. The Performance 
Series is designed to do what the 
name promises. This series is desi-
gned for lovers of a classical, 
perfect cut and function-orien-
ted skiwear with sporty details. 

TFREESTYLE SERIES Perfect for park oriented 
snowboarders and freeskiers 

with a wide range of more relaxed and trendy styles in longer 
cuts with parkas, camouflage looks and color block designs.

TREND-SERIES for all fashion forward ladies who are looking for the difference from the con-
ventional, this series offers a lot of crossover styles that are especially nice ela-

borated with funky animal prints, embroideries, leather elements, feathers and woollen blanket patterns. At 
the top of each capsule are the quality Protest PVRE products.



3M Together with the world wide known inventors from 3M Protest 
worked out a new state-of-art-technique for a maximum performan-

ce in thermal absorption without harming the environment or any animals.

PROTEST is proud to announce that starting now the will never 
again use any downs. Instead of it they are now using the 

brand new 3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless Insulation. This isolation is exactly 
as comfortable as downs but without hurting any animal, plus it saves twice 
as much heat as downs and is free of any allergens.



FIT Flashy neon colors at the Protest Fit 
Range feel like a refreshing color syrin-

ge which emphasizes the feminine, fashionab-
le look of the work-out collection perfectly. 
Whether during running, stretching, pilates 
or just as comfortable loungewear - the pro-
test Fit Range combines functional properties 
of sportswear with fashion and comfort.
Stylish fleeces, leggings, sweat pants and 
tops with integrated bra offer freedom of 
movement and functionality. An ultra-light-
weight running jacket completes the collecti-
on for the gym or the street.
Get out there! 



STREET This year, we pay special 
attention to street styles. 

In response to the current market Pro-
test has created a strong Street-Range to 
offer a maximum of possibilities with its 
jackets and sweat programs.

THE JACKETS come in signi-
ficant styles as 

parka, biker-style, a sporty crossover, 
both as a bomber and in a simple cotton 
version. The new sweatshirts are offered 
as Crew Necks, Topcoat and zipper hoodies 
- all in very competitive price and with 
early availability.

FINELY WOVEN KNIT comes in the Street-Segment to use, 
including the Nordic-inspired styles 

with high collar, heavy, lightweight and Used-looks. For ladies, there is 
a great selection of fashion forward jackets made with a jacquard wool 
effect or artificial leather inspired style.



WWW.PROTEST.COM

http://WWW.PROTEST.COM


HIGHLINE MOUNTAIN  
PERFORMANCE

ODLO

STYLISH
EQUIPPED FOR  

THE

SLOPES

AND  
FULLY



They are the inventors of the three-layer principle. In 
Europe, they are the undisputed leader in functional 
sports underwear and everybody looking for high 
technical quality is a big fan of 

ODLO 
HIGHLINE MOUNTAIN PERFORMANCE 
stands for products that meet uncompromsing high demands on 
clothing to go on a adventure in the cold. Maximum funtionality 
combined with low weight, a modern design with clear lines and 
high tech materials dominate the Highline collection this winter.



By using their own 

INNOVATIONS  
as 

LOGIC WINDPROOF, 
LOGIC WATERPROOF  and 

EFFECT BY ODLO a varied 
functional 

collection is created. In addition, high-tech 
materials such as "Gore Tex", "Primaloft" 
and "Pertex®" are used.



DOWNS are also 
processed in the 

winter collection 2015. With the 

SKI COCOON Odlo 
presents a 

DOWN JACKET that combines style, 
functionality and best 

THERMAL INSULATION on the slopes. 
With the specific 

details like the removable snow gard, a lift 
pass pocket on the forearm and the 
customizable and removable hood, 
the jacket is ideal for all activities 

IN THE SNOW. 



THANKS TO ODLO’S CUTTING-EDGE 
TECHNOLOGY "LOGIC BY ODLO" 
the line SKI COCOON protects against wind, cold and 
is water repellent. The perfect complement to the 
SKI COCOON jacket are the SPIRIT pants. They 
are made of waterproof and breathable 
Gore-Tex®-material.



THE VERSATILITY OF DOWN is also reflected 
in the midlay-

er: The ultralight HELIUM COCOON insulation jacket filled withn 
downs, the windproof, extremely light and robust "Pertex Quan-
tum®" - outer material and the proven "body mapping" concept 
provide reliable protection in cold temperatures. 

STRETCH PANELS UNDER THE ARMS 
give you extra freedom of movement and thermoregulation. The 
trendy camouflage design of the helium COCOON midlayers is 
rounded off by the intense purple of waterproof, highly breatha-
ble and windproof SHARP Logic Pants.



WWW.ODLO.COM

http://WWW.ODLO.COM


LIGHTWEIGHTS FOR 
THE COLD DAYS

YETI

SYMBIOSIS 
DESIGN AND

 
OF

DOWN

THE



The German specialist for down and lightweight 
products with an excellent ratio between weight 
and warmth is called YETI 
TWO EXCEPTIONAL MATERIALS 
characterize the current collection: The 

NEXT TO NOTHING fabric, lightest 
down proof 

material in the world as well as the 

CRYSTAL DOWN. A selection 
of the finest 

and highest quality downs, that are 
available on the market.



YETI was founded in 1983 in East Germany by Bernd Exner and is 
now an absolute specialist when it comes to downs. 

The declared aim was and is to manufacture products that can with-
stand the most extreme weather conditions.
In addition to down sleeping bags, which are among the best in the 
world, the product portfolio includes down jackets and down vests.

YETI was founded in 1983 in East Germany by Bernd Exner and is 
now an absolute specialist when it comes to downs. 

The declared aim was and is to manufacture products that can with-
stand the most extreme weather conditions.
In addition to down sleeping bags, which are among the best in the 
world, the product portfolio includes down jackets and down vests.

With a weight of only 315 grams, the model Devon is a very lightweight 
down jacket for men. The classic jacket is designed in a slightly longer 
cut and equipped with an adjustable hood. The hidden waistbands are 
elastic and prevent cold air from entering. The front - zipper is high-
lighted and also provided with a chin protector. In combination with 
the diagonally running chambers, Devon is a real eye-catcher and the 
perfect companion on cold days.



THE CLASSICAL DOWN JACKET received a new 
design for this 

winter, but still in the unmistakable Yeti – style. The model Desire impres-
ses with its excellent heat - weight – ratio. The main reason is the Next to 
Nothing ™ outer material and the premium European goose downs with 
800+ bulking power.

THE SECRET OF LIGHTNESS OF YETI  
products remains in the microscopically thin yarn whose diameter is only 
a fraction of a human hair. 1000 kilometers of this yarn put only 140 
grams on the scale. Nevertheless, the fabric is both durable and tear-re-
sistant, ultra-light and airy. The hidden waistbands are elastic and pre-
vent cold air from entering. It is water-repellent and breathable. 

WWW.YETIWORLD.COM

http://WWW.YETIWORLD.COM


PROVIDES THE AGONY 
OF CHOICE

WELOVEPARKA

WORLD'S

CONFIGURATOR
PARKA

THE

1ST



Do you like parkas, but you know that moment, when you have found 
one, that you actually like because of its cut, but you don’t like the 
color or vice versa? A German brand loves parkas too and has found an 
answer to that problem

WELOVEPARKA 

FASHION IS OFTEN MADE JUST FOR A 

MOMENT, but there are some fashion pieces which are 
made for the eternity, such like parkas. These 

special coats aren’t following trends or changing times. They are 
familiar to us and that’s the reason why we love them so much, 
not only in the winter time. Because of their character, to take of 
the inner lining, we can wear them in all seasons of the year. Now, 
we can change the inner linings as we like, to create completely 
new styles and to make the parka suitable for much more than to 
keep us warm. 

WELOVEPARKA is a new fashion brand from Germa-
ny, which has a special passion for 

the hooded anorak. It offers the worldwide first and only “Parka 
Configurator” on its website.

THE WEBSITE provides the possibility to all parka ent-
husiasts to make a choice between 2 exte-

rior colors, 26 inner linings and 26 collar versions.     



AS REGARDS QUALITY, the young team around 
owner Sebastian Brüning 

sets the bar high. The selection of the genuine furs follows sus-
tainable principles. The species protection plays an important role. 
The parkas are made completely in Bavaria, Germany. The young 
brand cooperates only with furriers with an extensive experience 
and each jacket is hand-made. Each size is based on an own pattern.



THE BRAND works without distributors to make the parkas available 
for a wide range of customers. Of course, individualism 

and quality have their price. Therefore, the jackets start from 2.200 Euros. 
However, for this price the buyer will get an individual piece, which he or she 
could wear not only the entire year, but for decades.   



WWW.WELOVEPARKA.COM

http://WWW.WELOVEPARKA.COM


Besides the right outerwear, functional as well as comfortable linge-
rie is important to endure the vagaries of winter time as well as possib-
le. It keeps us warm and it gives us a cozy feeling. Furthermore, it could 
look good to create a perfect moment, when we calm down and enjoy 
quite moments at home or in holiday, alone or with our sweetheart. 

WINTER LINGERIE

PICTURE: LINGADORE LOUNGE



COZY
WINTER
PERFECT ITEMS FOR 

THE COLD DAYS

LINGADORE LOUNGE

COMFORT

FLUFFY

FOR 
THE

&



Especially at the end of the year, it is important to catch your rest 
and relax regularly. We experience all kinds of stress, above all 
due to the busy time itself as well as permanent weather changes. 
Therefore, it’s very nice, to have some comfortable items, which can 
give us a rest and which make us feeling good, such as a fluffy fleece 
onesie from 

LINGADORE LOUNGE



THE LINGADORE LOUNGE WINTER 2015 COLLECTION 
can help any woman to feel cozy and well, due to functional underwear with an affordable 
price. This season Lingadore introduces the most comfortable item of the moment

A FLUFFY FLEECE ONESIE. 



LINGADORE LOUNGE presents the comfortable Iva-
na range in Gray, Dora range in 

warm red colors and the tough Carla range in cool denim. Lingadore 
lounge is stylish, feminine, sporty and above all, extremely comforta-
ble. All items are made of luxurious, carefully selected materials, but 
still remain affordable for everyone. 



ITEMS IN DE DORA RANGE have a warm burgundy color. 
In the Dora range you will 

find comfortable tops, dresses with long sleeves, pants, treggings and 
wraps. Due the success of the spring collection 2014 this range has also tops 
and dresses with a crochet application at the back. New in this range is an 
extra-long fluffy fleece wrap with a zipper. The items in the range are made 
of high quality fabrics so you can enjoy the items several seasons. 



IVANA RANGE IS CHARACTERIZED BY SOFTNESS. 
With the fluffy fleece items you will stay guaranteed warm this winter. The natural 
color of the range is suitable for everyone. The range contains tops, dresses, pants, 
wraps, jumpers, boots and new in our collection is the onesie. The items in the range 
are made of jogging fabric, with and without the high fashion 

STAR PRINT, AND A FLUFFY FLEECE. 



LINGADORE’S LOUNGE ranges are avai-
lable in the sizes 

XS to XXL against very sharp prices. Unwind and stay warm 
with the new comfortable Lingadore collection. 



LAST BUT DEFINITELY NOT LEAST is the Carla range. This 
range consists of five 

items with a tough denim color. The tops and dresses have unique characteristics. 
You can choose for lace on the shoulders or necklace embroidery at the front. 
With this range you can look like a real fashionista! wool and cashmere. 



WWW.LINGADORE.COM

http://WWW.LINGADORE.COM


LUXURY

FOUND THAT CERTAIN
JE-NE-SAIS-QUOI

HANRO

SEDUCTION

FRENCHCHIC, 
CLASSY

AND GLAMOROUS



When we look currently to Paris, we see many shocking and sad 
pictures, but the town is full of life and power as well as creativity. 
Since a long time it inspires people all over the world in a very 
positive way. Now, Paris is the backdrop for the winter collection of 
the Swiss lingerie brand

HANRO

AS THE SYMBOL OF CLASSY CHIC 
AND SEDUCTIVE ELEGANCE, the fashion 

metropolis 
perfectly reflects the combination of alluring lingerie, sophi-
sticated sleepwear and urban loungewear in the new HANRO 
collection. 

SOFT, FLOWING MATERIALS 
made of satin, silk, micromodal, cotton or cash-
mere, paired with opulent laces and 

STYLISH DESIGN DETAILS, 
will accompany the wearer through 

THE COLD DAYS.
CHIC, ATTRACTIVE COLORS 
like Bordeaux, silver or taupe highlight the 

FEMININE ELEGANCE AND 
GLAMOROUS FEELING.



THE STORY BEHIND 
WITH THIS CERTAIN JE-NE-SAIS-QUOI PARIS EMBODIES 
FRENCH CHIC, CLASSY LUXURY AND GLAMOROUS SEDUCTION 

 
 – always effortless, self-conscious and contemporary. No other city expresses the ele-
gance and nonchalance frame of mind that you find in Paris – and this is exactly the fee-
ling that is found in the new women’s collection from HANRO. 

SEXY LINGERIE AND GLAMOROUS SLEEPWEAR looks are achieved 
with very seductive 

lace and soft, flowing materials

FEMININE SEDUCTION is the catchphrase 
for lingerie: 

LINGERIE BY HANRO presents itself 
as utterly 

GLAMOROUS AND SEXY thanks to exciting mesh 
fabrics, flowing satin viscose, 

TRANSPARENT TULLE AND ORNATE 
LACE EMBELLISHMENTS. 



EVEN THE BACKGROUND FOR PHOTOS 
offered the perfect frame for setting the styles in the “Parisian Glamor”-Style: 
in a magnificent rooftop-apartment in the heart of Paris where style legend and 

FEMME FATALE BRIGITTE BARDOT USED TO LIVE!

THE SOFT COMFORTABLE FABRICS AND PERFECT FIT 
is a great combination. Daywear offers soft, feminine camisoles made of mercerized 
cotton as well as refined warm-wear made of soft blends of wool and silk, offering 

MODERN STYLING OPTIONS; adorned with delicate lace and 
trendy, expressive embroidery. 



NIGHTWEAR masters the balancing act between glamorous elegance, 
contemporary optics and perfect wearing comfort. In the 

forefront we find soft cotton blends with micro-modal or cashmere, as well as 
luxurious shimmering micro-modal and silk. Its luxury is apparent in every detail. 
Decorative inserts of elegant silk, opulent embroidery and seductive laces on 
the sleeves, necklines and hemlines, bringing French glamor into the collection. 
Casual, modern designs stand out with astute stitching, refined tucks and an exci-
ting combination of rib and jersey. The color palette offers warm natural tones in 
brown and rosé shades, highlighted with fresh ice grey and a glamorous wine red. 
A polka-dot print has an especially luxurious effect in gold and silver.

CONTEMPORARY MEETS CASUAL - LOUNGEWEAR 

excites with its ultra-modern, urban designs and super-comfortable feel. The understa-
ted optics combined with special styling elements is clean and refined at the same time. 
Whether at home on the couch, at yoga or in your favorite café – trendy looks and per-
fect comfort are guaranteed. Super soft and cuddly sweatshirt-material, micromodal 
or cashmere is ideal for winter. Special design elements such as rib details, visual seam 
lines, embroidered inserts, flattering collar designs and stylish pockets are trendy eye-
catchers and provide both comfort and function. The range of colors underscores the 
casual touch with warm browns, various grades of grey, dark blue and claret.



WWW.HANRO.COM

http://WWW.HANRO.COM


FEELING

DAWN
HIGHEST QUALITY

FROM SWITZERLAND

ZIMMERLI

DUSK

GOODA

FROM

ILLT



THE WORLD'S FINEST UNDERWEAR 
is produced by a brand, which feels obliged to create lingerie in a quality 
since 1871. Those quality has encompassed unique international standards. 
The brand's name: 

ZIMMERLI OF SWITZERLAND

SINCE, 1871 the Swiss brand pro-
duces underwear and 

loungewear in a quality, which can be seen 
and felt. As the unrivalled touch, exceptional 
wearing comfort and overall appearance con-
firm: Zimmerli of Switzerland is characterized 
by a sense of discreet and sophisticated und-
erstatement – a personal commitment to the 
finer things in life.

THIS WINTER COLLECTION 
is the perfect day and night accompaniment for 
aficionados of exquisite materials. With the 
finest underwear in the world during the day, 
and the night spent in pajamas that impart a 
sense of snugness on the skin. In addition, we 
take up the cudgels for a relaxed chill-out time 
with style.



AURORA PYJAMA  
Autumn flowers and nightshade plants 
printed with a precise inkjet method blos-
som between aquarelle color impulses. 
The pajamas, made from wafer-thin cot-
ton-satin, impress with contrasting 
piping, a classic cut and a pattern exclu-
sively designed for Zimmerli. The mother-
of-pearl buttons and a satin-draw at the 
waist give it feminine elegance.  

FROM DUSK
The desire for a tactile experience 
knows no fixed times. The perfect 
fit and excellent wearing comfort 
combine aesthetic and tactile per-
fection 24 hours a day. The seaso-
nal collection Autumn/Winter 
Collection is the perfect day and 
night accompaniment for aficio-
nados of exquisite materials. With 
the finest underwear in the world 
during the day, and the night spent 
in pyjamas that impart a sense of 
snugness on the skin.

TILL DAWN



LUNA LOOP SHIRT
Delicate MicroModal, knitted from all-na-
tural Beechwood fibres, is a breathable 
silk alternative for modern times. This 
long-sleeved shirt with silhouette-skim-
ming elastane is cut for a perfectly rela-
xed and comfortable fit and turns day and 
night into wellness time. A low and round 
neckline and body hugging sleeves enhan-
ce its relaxed sporty elegance. 

PURENESS FASHION 
FOLDOVER CARGO
The epitome of elegance: when 
loungewear meets street wear. This 
encounter continues on the material 
level of the foldover cargo trousers 
made from MicroModal which is spun 
from natural Beechwood cellulose. A 
relaxed fit and the broad cuffs lend 
an air of sporty informality. 

PURENESS FASHION 
LOOP SHIRT The pureness 

collection is 
comprised of lots of nature and bre-
athability. The combination of beech-
wood fibres and MicroModal provides 
maximum elasticity and pampering 
softness for the wide long-sleeve 
shirt. In the seasonal colour this 
shirt is an invitation to relax. 



LUX TOP The LUX collection is packed 
with nature and breathability. The natural 
MicroModal spun from natural Beech-
wood fibres tenderly hugs the body. The 
opaque top with broad straps also works 
well worn on top. The elastic French lace 
lends the top an aura of romance. 

LUX LOW HIPSTER
The pureness collection is packed 
with nature and breathability. 
The Beechwood cellulose which 
is processed into MicroModal, 
tenderly hugs the body. The low 
cut hipster is an extraordinary 
item with broad embroidery that 
does not show through. The ela-
stic French lace lends the hipster 
an aura of romance. 

AURORA TOP NS
Delicate MicroModal, knitted from 
all-natural Beechwood fibres, is 
a breathable silk alternative for 
modern times. This top with silhouet-
te-skimming elastane is made from the 
lightest variant of this material and 
provides a perfect gentle fit. Overlo-
cked seams and woven floral French 
lace combine feminine aesthetics with 
maximum comfort. 

AURORA STRING
Delicate MicroModal, knitted from 
all-natural Beechwood fibres, is a 
breathable silk alternative for modern 
times. This string with silhouette-skim-
ming elastane is made from the lightest 
variant of this material and provides 
a perfect gentle fit. Overlocked seams 
and woven floral French lace combi-
ne feminine aesthetics with maximum 
comfort.



VENUS SPAGHETTI 

TOP Classic rib fabric, finest 
materials and St. Gallen 

guipure embroidery with a modern 
matter-of-fact appeal allow your 
inner Venus to shine. Temperature 
regulating silk fibres and war-
ming merino wool make this ultra 
soft spaghetti top with adjustable 
straps and without annoying side 
seams something truly special. 

LUX TOP NS
The feminine and dreamy shirt of the 
Juliette collection is adorned with the 
finest St. Gallen lace. This represents 
the inimitable Swiss hand made quali-
ty as does the concealed hem and fine 
elastic rib material made of a precious 
wool-silk mix.

VENUS HIPSTER 

Classic rib fabric, finest materials 
and St. Gallen guipure embroidery 
with a modern matter-of-fact 
appeal allow your inner Venus 
to shine. Temperature regulating 
silk fibres and warming merino 
wool make this ultra soft hipster 
something truly special. 

LUX HIPSTER
The feminine and dreamy hipster of the 
Juliette collection is adorned with the 
finest St. Gallen lace. This represents 
the inimitable Swiss hand made quali-
ty, as does the fine elastic rib material 
made of a precious wool-silk mix. 

WWW.ZIMMERLI.COM

http://WWW.ZIMMERLI.COM


YEARS

WOMEN
UNDERWEAR WITH 

GUARANTEE

CALIDA

BEST FRIEND

SINCE 75
THE 
VERY

OF



The 20. century was characterized by rapid changes. 
The fashion was no exception. With its innovative 
spirit, a brand supported this development. Since 
almost 75 years, high-quality seasonal lingerie 
trends are presented by CALIDA

40s AND 50s
In the year 1941, Calida starts the production of women’s 
lingerie with a very unique idea. During that time, when 
women were left to their own, CALIDA offers the “Gua-
rantee-Underwear”, which can be repaired free of costs. 
With this concept, CALIDA finds many faithful friends. 
After years of violence and deprivation, the world of fas-
hion gives women a new self-esteem as well as an oppor-
tunity to feel well. The fashion designers create a “New 
Look” to celebrate femininity. The seamless slip contribu-
tes to a slim silhouette and the pajama with the patented 
waist become famous internationally. It avoids a ride up 
of jacket and pants.

60s AND 70s
During the rebellious times, women free 
themselves from conventions. The skirts 
become shorter and shorter. The youth beco-
mes the social role model. The life becomes 
more colorful and women want to enjoy it. 
The flare dominates a complete decade. Cali-
da creates the first home dress. It becomes a 
statement for a new understanding of free-
dom and comfort. 

80s UNTIL TODAY
It is the beginning of the body culture. 
Sport becomes a mass movement. New 
aerobic studios are growing fast and 
fitness stands for success. With the 
“Bodytime” line, Calida presents a pro-
duct in line with the zeitgeist. 

The phenomenon “label” characterizes 
the consumer behavior. The brands 
represent values and win sympathy 
and trust. With brand-values like qua-
lity and reliability as well as an excel-
lent value for money strategy and the 
right portion of “Swissness”, Calida 
becomes an international leading lin-
gerie- and lifestyle brand. 

An innovative concept and an 
open-mindedness to work with new 
materials, functional textiles and 
processing methods create an optimi-
stic mood. The Calida range expands 
to exclusive swimwear and attractive 
women’s apparel made of first-class 
wool and cashmere. 



CALIDA 
X-MAS COLLECTION
HOTEL HAPPINESS
The new CALIDA winter and Xmas 
collections show once more a per-
fect blend between well-being qua-
lities and the typical Swiss demand 
for perfection.



CALIDA TAKES US ON 
A JOURNEY TO THE 
HOTEL HAPPINESS
With the new winter pieces, the Swiss 
lingerie brand wants to provide us 
a pleasant home feeling. The result 
of natural and innovative premi-
um materials, perfect fits and an 
excellent processing are day- and 
night-lingerie and loungewear sets. 
They feel so good, that you could 
wear them all-day long. 



ALL PIECES OF 
THE COLLECTION 
are fashionable but timeless as 
regard to style. They are outstan-
ding comfortable at the day time as 
well as by night, inside and outside.

THE CALIDA 
QUALITY reaches from 

the main col-
lection to the accessories line, 
which contains cardigans, 
hats, scarfs, socks, towels 
and home slippers.



AS ALWAYS 
THE COLLECTION 
is compiled in suitable colors. The coor-
dinated mix and match concept offers 
unlimited combination possibilities, new 
looks and an individual style.



WWW.CALIDA.COM

GLAMOROUS, CHEERFUL, ELEGANT & SPORTIVE 
THE CALIDA XMAS COLLECTION CELEBRATES 
FEMININITY IN ALL FACETS.  

http://WWW.CALIDA.COM


ROMANTIC

CRAZY
FOR THOSE WHO BELIEVE IN  

LOVE AND THEMSELVES 

WILDFOX

VINTAGE

PLAYFUL
INSPIRED
AND A BIT



VANESSA HUDGENS, Alessandra Ambrosio 
and Taylor Swift are 

wearing it; the collections of a Californian women premium 
knitwear brand, which is playful, romantic, vintage inspired 
and - of course - a bit crazy

WILDFOX

CEO Jimmy Sommers founded the 

LA BRAND in 2007. 
Fast, 

WILDFOX became an 
internationally 

WELL-KNOWN BRAND. 
CHILDHOOD FRIENDS 
Emily Faulstich and Kimberley Gordon 
are the creatives behind Wildfox. 
They are fascinated by 

EASY SHAPES, 
EXTRAORDINARY 
PRINTS and exactly the 

right dose of 

VINTAGE APPEAL.



EMILY AND KIMBERLY  
 

are inspired by the 

HIPPIES OF THE WILD 70S, 
PAJAMA PARTIES, DREAMS  

 
and of course

THEIR FRIENDSHIP. 
EVERYTHING IS ABOUT 
FREEDOM, LOVE AND FUN.  

Wildfox is a brand for those, who

JUMP NAKED IN THE LAKE, 
NOCTURNAL SWEETS ADDICTS, 
BAREFOOTED EXPLORERS, 
ROMANTICISTS AND DREAMER… 
it’s for people all over the world, 

WHO BELIEVE IN LOVE AND 

IN THEMSELVES. 

A form fitting tank in a 
soft and slightly stretchy 

VINTAGE RIB KNIT. 
RACER BACK  

and 

BUTTON DOWN 
FRONT. IN VINTAGE 
LACE WHITE.

IT BETTER 
ANGELO TANK 

ITALIANS DO 



ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE AND WILDFOX. 
SUPER SOFT, HEART PAJAMA UNDERWEAR 
featuring a banded waist and classic coverage. paired with the lovely 

AMORE CAMI it creates the perfect 

PAJAMA SET!  In Marinara 

RED.

HEARTS NOLITA KNICKERS 



SUPER SOFT ONESIE that makes 
for a comfy, 

‘WEAR IT ALL DAY’ pajama 
romper. 

SLOUCHY FIT AND LOOSE, ROOMY
SHORTS. DRAWSTRING WAIST 
for easy adjusting. In Marinara Red.

AMORE HEARTS
ALL DAY ROMPER 



LIGHT THERMAL PULLOVER WITH 
AN EFFORTLESS, OVERSIZED FIT and 

a 

SLIGHTLY CROPPED SILHOUETTE. 
RAGLAN STYLE SLEEVES with inside 

out stitching.

ITALIAN MOSAIC
LUCA CROP THERMAL



SUPER SOFT SWEATER featuring 
heavy 

CABLE KNIT DETAILING. 

OVERSIZED, EFFORTLESS FIT and 
a 

HIGH LOW HEM. CREWNECK. 
IN VINTAGE LACE WHITE.

CABLE PARTY SWEATER 



IN A SOFT AND STRETCHY, MODAL 
SPANDEX KNIT. SUPPORTIVE BANDING 
AND ADJUSTABLE STRAPS for a classic 

sports bra fit. 
It can be perfectly paired with the pout tomboy briefs 

FOR A PERFECT PJ SET!

POUT PINK UNDERWEAR BRIEFS in 
a 

SOFT AND STRETCHY, MODAL SPANDEX KNIT. 
WAIST BAND AND A CLASSIC BOY SHORT FIT. 
DROP CROTCH AND LONG JOHN STYLE STITCHING. 
Perfect to wear high waisted, paired with the pout pink sporty bra for a perfect PJ set!

POUT PINK TOMBOY BRIEF

POUT PINK SPORTY BRA



WWW.WILDFOX.COM

YUMMY PASTA PRINT BRA in 
a 

SOFT AND STRETCHY, BRUSHED SPANDEX. 
SUPPORTIVE BANDING AND ADJUSTABLE 

STRAPS for a comfortable, sporty fit fit. Paired with the 
delices tomboy briefs for a perfect PJ set!

YUMMY PASTA PRINT BRIEF 
UNDERWEAR in a soft and stretchy, 

brushed spandex. 

WAIST BAND AND A CLASSIC FIT 
with inside-out stitch detailing. You will love to wear 
them high waisted, paired with the delices sporty 
bra for  a perfect pajama set! 

DELICES TOMBOY BRIEFDELICES SPORTY BRA

PICTURES: MARK HUNTER WITH KIMBERLEY GORDON
MAKEUO: CARLENE K.
HAIR: RYAN TANIGUCHI

http://WWW.WILDFOX.COM


YOU
JUST7THINGS

NEED
Since time immemorial the number seven has a magical character. 
For this season it was transformed in a beautiful porcelain set by

SIEGER BY FÜRSTENBERG



Design: Michael Sieger (SIEGER)
Hersteller: Porzellanmanufaktur FÜRSTENBERG
Service in Satin White, Geometrie Blue, Floral Blue, Light Gold und Hanami
Material: Finest Porcelain, lazed glossy or matt, partly with 24 carat gold
Features: minimal wall thickness, maximal universality & functionality, dishwas-
her-safe, décor concept with a diversity of combination possibilities
Handmade in Germany

JUST 7 THINGS YOU NEED 
AND THAT YOU WILL TRULY LOVE!
Simply, beautiful and jaunty – the new porcelain set SEVEN contains seven archetypical 
shaped pieces, which represent a pure lightness. 

Thereby, each product is almost unlimited changeable and combinable. The minimalism 
at maximum universality, the charming décor concept with matt surfaces as well as the 
exceptional quality of the handmade porcelain make Michael Siegers SEVEN collection 
unique. It is a sovereign trendsetter.

LESS IS MORE
A tendency of the social change is that we have to be flexible regarding our jobs as well 
as life in general. According to this trend, SEVEN is made for people, which appreciate to 
own just a few things to stay flexible, for example to move easily from time to time. The-
reby, the need to save space is growing. The effects of the urbanization are recognizable 
around the globe, in particular in metropolises where the living space becomes smaller 
and more expensive.     

UNIVERSAL FUNCTIONALITY
No matter whether breakfast or lunch, quick snack or gourmet meal – SEVEN is functio-
nal and changeable. Each piece can be used and combined in many ways. For example, the 
cup for hot or cold drinks could be used as bowl for antipasti or ice-cream too.
Depending on its size, the plate can be saucer or platter. It could be also used as lid for the 
bowls to keep the food warm. 
   

SATIN WHITE & THE FOUR DÉCORES
The pure white with an impression of cashmere – the matt surface of “Satin White” has a 
special smooth touch. 

WWW.SEVEN-PORCELAIN.COM

http://WWW.SEVEN-PORCELAIN.COM


TABLE
MIX & ON

THEMATCH
What is already a standard in the area of fashion 
and furniture, comes to the table with the porcelain 
sets made by 

FÜRSTENBERG



What is already a standard in the fashion and furniture industry, comes 
to the laid table with the new porcelain sets made by the Porzellanmanu-
faktur Fürstenberg.

Mix & match means not only an aesthetic combination of classic and 
modern forms, but a blend of colors or patterns as well as steadily 
changing arrangements too. In particular, it is an individual freedom in 
design, that expresses your own style – also on your table. 
The set offers many playful opportunities to combine the new pieces with 
the inherit china. 

Analog to the interior, the individual blend of old and new leads to 
intended and especially attractive breaks within the decoration. 

A significant advantage of the porcelain made by FÜRSTENBERG is the 
constant identical whiteness, that ensures harmony on the table when 
new collections will be combined with older ones. 

Thomas Kuball, who decorated a royal dinner table in a mix & match style 
for the 300. birthday of duke Carl I., the founder of Fürstenberg, is fasci-
nated of the opportunities: 

“When you have to put a table with more than 40 place settings in the 
limelight without any limitation regarding creativity, you have the op-
tion to play. It is a pleasure to play with a huge 265 years old porcelain 
fundus, full of forms, motives and colors to create a joyful, colorful, 
coherent “confusion”.

The Porzellanmanufaktur Fürstenberg GmbH was founded in 1747. The-
refore, it is Germanys second oldest porcelain manufacturer. The pro-
duct range contains several award-winning tableware collections and 
gift articles up to designer pieces for the premium segment.  

MIX & MATCH GIVES YOUR TABLE 
INDIVIDUALITY AND PERSONALITY



The castle of Fürstenberg in Niedersachsen is the classy headquarters as 
well as place of production with around 100 employees. The porcelain is 
available in more than 40 countries. 

Due to the expectations regarding passion, creativity, precision 
and empathy, the major part of the porcelain manufacturing is 
still based on manual labor. 

WWW.FUERSTENBERG-PORZELLAN.COM

http://WWW.FUERSTENBERG-PORZELLAN.COM


CINNAMON

HE
COOKIES
SCENT

OF &T
All of us love Christmas biscuits. No matter, whether classics 
such as shortbread cookies, cinnamon stars or aromatic vanilla 
crescents, costly filled with cocoa cream, caramel and marmal-
ade – self-made cookies and cakes, cupcakes or muffins – delicious 
pastry is an inherent part of the Christmas time as well as the new 
collection of 

VILLEROY & BOCH



WINTER BACKERY
The Villeroy and Boch collection named “Winter Bakery“ contains aplenty of beautiful and practi-
cal pieces for the festive savor. It’s all about baking, from a mixing bowl to a cake tin, from the coo-
kie jar to the adequate decoration. All products are made of porcelain and decorated with a special 
lithography technique. Some pieces are painted by hand.

The decor, which shows typical Christmas delicacies in many variations, is based on strong red and 
brilliant white. The fine accents in green, yellow and orange refresh the complete look.
When it’s about baking, not only the perfect cookie is important, but the fun itself, which it almost 
guaranteed with the beautiful baking accessories.

For those who cannot wait until the after-
noon, Villeroy & Boch provides lovely break-
fast crockery. 

A leading role in that Winter Bakery story 
plays the shooting star. As a little cookie it 
flies along the edge with a tail of sweeties, 
before it comes to a stop in the middle of the 
plate.   

With décor articles like little boxes, candle-
holders, lantern and a gingerbread house, 
there are no limits to the imagination.



WWW.VILLEROY-BOCH.DE

http://WWW.VILLEROY-BOCH.DE


CLAUDE TRUDON, a retailer from the Picardy, comes to Paris in the 
year 1643. Besides the work as grocer, he is busy 

as chandler. At the beginning of the reign of Louis XIV. he found a small business, 
called Maison Cire de Trudon, that owns his family until today. 

BECAUSE OF THE EXTRAORDINARY SCENTS, 
Cire Trudon become purveyor to the court of Louis XIV. Furthermore, the company 
supplies the most churches in France.

THE VERSAILLES PALACE smells until today of “Solis Rex”, a 
scent composition of Cire Trudon, 

which was created in honor of the Sun King. Then as now, the parquet floors are 
treated with that exclusive wax.

FRENCH ALLURE
SCENTS
ROYAL

Paris experience great anguish this year. Our hearts and thoughts are with our friends and all peo-
ple there. However, Paris is still a wonderful place, full of style and creativity. From here, countless 
positive things were spread all over the world; fashion, art, music, film and scents and much more. A 
brands, which stands for high-quality made in France, was founded in 1643. Therefore, it is the oldest 
wax-manufacturer of the world and its name is CIRE TRUDON

WITH
THE

THE

CIRE TRUDON complies 
the cur-

rent ecological standards. The cand-
les are completely natural. The manu-
facture is made without Paraffin, 
other petrochemicals or substances 
from the OSPAR list of Greenpeace. 
The high-quality wax is very well tole-
rated and it spreads aromatic fra-
grances on a natural basis. 

WWW.CIRETRUDON.COM

THE AUSTRIAN QUEEN MARIE-ANTOINETTE 
decreed, that Cire Trudon’s products become official candles at court. The for-
mer dinner candles called “Madeleine”, get the new official name “Trudonne”.  
Also the Hollywood movie “Marie Antoinette” was supplied with candles from 
Cire Tudon. True to its tradition, the family business sets extraordinary standards 
for candles and room scents until today. This winter Cire Trudon presents a blend 
of fragrances as an homage to Napoléon Bonaparte’s wife Joséphine. 

http://WWW.CIRETRUDON.COM


TOPBOLE
SPARKLING

FROM 
THE

Exclusive Christmas tree stands in combination with LUMIX Deluxe 
Crystal Candles will transform Christmas in a sparkling experience.  
If you’re not only wishing for a sparkle in your children’s eyes but 
also for a sparkling tree, you should go for 

KRINNER

TO 
THE

FESTIVE

SETTING UP and decorating the 
Christmas tree is unmis-

takably the start of another season: relaxing 
days in the company of loved ones with lights, 
gifts and large festive meals. Because you don’t 
want this time to be clouded by stressful prepa-
rations and controversy, Klaus KRINNER fiddles 
for 25 years on his inventions that make life 
during the holidays much easier.



A TYPICAL PROBLEM ARE
KNOTTED LIGHTS AND 
CLUMSY POWER CORDS. 
TWO PROBLEMS, ONE 
SOLUTION The Lumix Classic Christ-

mas candles with their cle-
ar-glass candle flames create a wonderfully fes-
tive sparkling light for the perfect Christmas 
atmosphere. The easy on clip allows you to decorate 
the candles quickly and flexibly on your Christmas 
tree - without the hassle of cables. If used 4 hours 
a day, your Lumix Classic Christmas candles will 
provide for Christmas joy during approximately 
14 days without any need for battery replacement 
(stand-by consumption included) The Lumix cand-
les start to flash as soon as the battery needs to 
be replaced. The control is completely effortlessly 
via infrared remote control.

THE LUMIX DELUXE EDITION 
CRYSTAL SERIES provides a gla-

morous tree par 
excellence. Each wireless LED candle is embellis-
hed by hand with 40 SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS. The 
candles are available in two sizes and five festive 
colors. You can choose between red, gold, silver, 
champagne or cashmere. An accompanying remote 
control is supplied in matching glitter design. This 
highly exclusive and strictly limited edition combi-
nes the most elegant design with state-of-the-art 
functionality and supreme product quality. 



Lovers of classic timeless elegance will find it at the 
Diamond models. In this exquisite offer KRINNER has 
also thought of very large trees: The Model Dia-
mond 800 made of stable stainless steel will keep 
even a four meter high tree safe on its place.

KRINNER INDIVIDUAL

Not luxurious or individual enough? Then just 
choose your own preferred model. Whether mate-
rial, color or style - in the manufactory handmade 
unique pieces are specially adapted to individual 
customer requirements. For example, in the luxury 
edition, hand-decorated with nearly 10,000 precious 
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS. More Glamour is not pos-
sible!

Christmas tree stands by KRINNER stand for quality, 
safety and "Made in Germany".
 

THE ORIGINAL BY KLAUS KRINNER 
A magnificently decorated Christmas tree and glamorous decorations require an individual Christmas tree 
stand. The exclusive, entirely hand-crafted product range meets the highest expectations with regard to visual 
appearance, design and quality. These in every fine detail luxurious models are fitted with the innovative Krinner 
single cable technology for optimum safety and are exclusively manufactured with precision and outstanding 
craftsmanship. The Christmas tree stands are handmade from quality hardwoods and solid stainless steel and 
can be finished individually on request.

If you lay value in extravagance and individuality with Christmas-tree stands the models of Exclusiv series are 
just the right thing for you. They are manufactured from high quality materials and can be upgraded on demand 
with elaborate details. For this series, for example the Concerto 450 is one made of fine wood: Elegant swinging, 
impressive with four satin-finish stainless steel feet for good taste.
In addition, you are able to choose, depending on the preference between six precious woods: select -from strik-
ing olive and poplar over simple cherry to Makassar wood.

WWW.KRINNER.COM

http://WWW.KRINNER.COM


THE X-MAS 
DRINK

The Christmas season is particularly characterized by the many scents. 
We love to enjoy the smell of roasted almonds and chestnuts, cinnamon, 
candy, cookies, waffles and all the other delicacies. Of course, also a spe-
cial drink shouldn’t be forgot, when we talk about Christmas. The young 
and old love its fruity scent, that arises through sweet grapes and cloves 
and other ingredients

MULLED WINE



Its special taste and scent remind us instantly of the Christmas time. The mul-
led wine is close connected to that season and to drink it, it is often the first 
thing, what people do when they go to a Christmas market. It might be reaso-
nably assumed that the most people think, that the red mulled wine would be 
the original, but probably the oldest German recipe bases on a white wine and 
it was created by 

SCHLOSS WACKERBARTH

DER RAUGRAF VON WACKERBARTH
IT IS DECEMBER 1834, when earl August 

von Wackerbarth let 
his eyes wander from the Belvedere to the area. It is cold and the 
icy snow sparkles on the baroque palace complex.

THE WINEMAKERS brought their grapes to the 
castle in autumn and now the 

fine wines mature in the cellar. 

THE EARL looks for something, a drink, which could help 
to forget the cold and that allows to warm up 

the heart. He adds saffron, anise and pomegranate to the wine and 
has a decisive idea to warm up the liquid. The mulled wine was born.



AN OLD RECIPE NEWLY DISCOVERED
In 2013, employees of the Schloss Wackerbarth found 
original documents of the earl in the Saxon national 
archive in Dresden. The earl von Wackerbarth was a gre-
at-nephew of the builder and he owned the castle from 
1809-1846. Between administrative documents, the 
employees found a paper with a recipe. After a detailed 
examination of the memo through the it became clear, 
that the people hold a real treasure in their hands, the 
probably oldest mulled wine recipe of Germany.
Therefore, when we drink a bottle of Wackerbarth 
“Weiss & Heiss” (White & Hot) we could remember this 
little but important story and maybe the wine will taste 
even better than before.

WWW.SCHLOSS-WACKERBARTH.DE

http://WWW.SCHLOSS-WACKERBARTH.DE


Of course, all those, who cannot tolerate alcohol don’t have to 
be sad. For them, and for all who look for alternatives to mulled 
wine, the winter season starts perfectly with 

ALMDUDLER
Almdudler shows, that Alpine herbal lemonade can be also enjoyed 
as hot drink, with or without alcohol. The drinks warm you per-
fectly after a sportive day on the ski slope or in group with your 
friends on a Christmas market.

RECIPES
ALMSTRUDEL FREE OF ALCOHOL
boil up Almdudler + add cinnamon 

ALMSTRUDEL WITH ALCOHOL
Boil up Almdudler + add cinnamon & rum 
(8cl rum pro 1L Almdudler)

MARIANDL
Boil up Almdudler + additional marillenlikör 
(8cl pro 1L Almdudler)

GLÜHDUDLER
Boil up Almdudler + white wine 
(Mix 50:50)

FINALLY,  we are coming to the end. Let’s rise 
our glasses to each other to wel-

come a hopefully peaceful and harmonic Christmas 
season. We should remind us on people who cannot 
enjoy these days, who are on the run, who morn loss 
of friends or family or who are in need and danger. 
Let’s keep our hearts and minds open, when we cele-
brate Christmas.
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